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Lawmakers say tobacco
imports need restrictions

O'Cain leaving MSU;
USFL drafts two Racers

See story on page 2

See story on page 8

Coyotes still creating
problems for farmers
See story on page 2
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News In Brief
WASHINGTON (AP) - Mitch McConnell was sworn in as the
new_ U.S.. senator frona_Kentucky .and_ended his _first _day _on the
job with good news.
He landed an appointment on the Select Committee on Intelligence, a post for which the former Jefferson County judge
said he had been lobbying hard but quietly.
McConnell said Thursday he was the only freshman in either
party to get a seat on the committee.
The 42-year-old Louisville Republican took the oath as senator
from Vice President George Bush.
Accompanied by former Sen. John Sherman Cooper, 83, and
Sen. Wendell Ford, his Democratic colleagife, McConnell replied
affirmatively when Bush asked if he solemnly swore to support
the United States against all_enemies, foreign and domestic.
It was a scene that McConnell's father, A.M. McConnell, said
he foresaw 20 years ago, when his son first set his sights on a
Senate seat.
"He's a funny guy. He seems to pick out goals," the elder McConnell said after the ceremony. "He's the hardest working guy
I've ever seen, and I've seen some good ones. I guess Mitch keeps
proving the improbable is possible."
McConnell is planning two celebrations - one on Jan. 13 in Lexington for Kentucky supporters who couldn't get to Washington
Thursday andanother in Washington at the time of the presidential inaugural. The new senator said he's also shooting for a seat on the
Agriculture CoMmittee but that it will:Are more than two weeks
before he knows whether he will get it.

Elsewhere...
By The Associated Press

W.4SHINGTON - With important new arms control talks just
days away, the Reagan administration says it'must proceed with
"Star Wars" research so that Americans won't someday be forced to choose between "surrender and suicide."
WASHINGTON -. With the warmth of first-day festivities now
just a memory, leaders of the new Congress are talking of "cold.
hard" decisions on cutting social programs to deal wittiburgeoning federal deficits.
LA PAZ. Bolivia - Rescue teams have begun climbing snowcovered Illimani Mountain in an effort to reach the spot where an
Eastern Airlines Boeing 727 crashed. The rescuers, including the
Red Cross, an American diplomat and five Bolivian mountain
climbers, hold little hope of finding any of the 29 passengers and
crew alive
_
LIN(OLN. R.I. - In the lunchroom of the Saylesville Elementary SchOol, all children are divided into two classes: the "hot
lunchers" and the "brown baggers." The school policy of
separating children has caused a feud between the suburban
school system and a_local family that has involved the local
chapter of the ACLU, the state and federal education
departments.
_ _
NEW YORK - The jury in Gen. William C. Westmoreland's
libel suit against CBS has had its first look at letters from an
American officer in Vietnam complaining that military leaders
were telling "gargantuan falsehoods."
WASIUNG TON - Seeking more protection against espionage.
-the Pentagon is stepping up its use of lie-detector tests for
employees and civilian contractors- who work pn classified
military projects.
HELSINKI. Finland - Border-guards have searched in 24-hour
darkness for an object, believed to be some kind of Sciviet missile.
that apparently passed through Norwegian air space and crashed
in Finland. Danish officials say the object may have been a
1954-vintage Soviet drone used for firing exercises.
4TANFORD, Calif. - Although doctors have agreed to donate
their services, Stanford University Medical Center needs $25,000
in advance before it will admit a 6-yearkilld boy who traveled
from Poland for a.life-saving operation.
JERUSALEM - Israel's Supreme Court has increased the
prison sentences of two Jews convicted of involvement in terror
attacks against Palestinians, Israel Radio said.
Today in History
Today is Friday, Jan. 4, the fourth day of 1985. There are 361
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history: On Jan. 4, 1885, Dr. William W.
Grant of, Davenport. Iowa, performed what is believed to have
been the first appendectomy. The patient was 22-year-old Mary
Ga.:Aside. ,
Today's birthdays: Actor Sterling Holloway is 80. Actress Jane
Wyman is 71.
Thought for today: "In order to act wisely, it is not enough to be
wise "- Fyodor Dostoyevsky. Russan novelist 11821-1881).
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Slight chance of snow accumulation
turns into 9 inches in parts of region

• yr:

Frets staff. AP report.

Aside from a Couple of ditched
school buses and two brief
power outages, Calloway County
has weathered well its second
big storm of the winter.
Far western Kentucky caught
the brunt of.a winter storm that
left at least six inches orsnow in
Paducah. Between 5 and 9 inches of snow fell in various parts
of the Purchase Area, with the
southwestern part of the Purchase getting hit the hardest, the
National Weather Service
reported.
An inch or less of snow was
forecast as the storm advanced
to the east today, said Bob Watson of the NWS station in
Paducah. A travelers' advisory
continued throughout the
morning.
The storm, the second -thit
winter for , the state, took an
tiriexpected turn, and hit the
western seetion with more intensity than the rest of Kentucky. It
had moved up from the south,
where it left a foot of snow in
Memphis, according to Watson.
Most schools in far western Kentucky, including Calloway County and Murray Independent
were closed because of snowy
roads.
About a half dozen Calloway
school buses becamestuck after
sliding off roads while transporting students home Thursday
afternoon. One bus carrying
students in the East district slid
into a ditch on the Ralph'Wright
Road just off Ky. 280. The bus
was late to begin with because it
had gotten stuck leaving the
,high school, said Assistant
Superintendent Johnny
Bohannon.
There were still 15 or 20
students on the bus when it got
stuck around 5:30 p.m., and
parents with four-wheel drive
vehicles picked them up and
took them home, Bohannon said.
When a ,county sheriff's deputy
went to the scene at about 7
p.m., the bus had been pulled out
and no students were on it, according ,to Sheriff David
Balentine.
Bohannon, Jimmy Nix and
other parents transported
students home when ft was
determined a bus couldn't get
through.a route in the East
district, Bohannon said.
All Murray students were
bussed home without incident,
according to Director of Pupil
Personnel Willie Jackson.
No seriou.s car accidents were
reported within the city or county. There were numerous minor
accidents throughout the Purchase Area but none resulted in
serious injury, 'said Richard
Wright of the Mayfield Kentucky State Police post.
City Street crews began plowing and spreading a salt-cinder
mixture at 3 pan. Thursday, and
worked through the night, said
Supervisor Thomas Clendenen.
By 9 a.m. Friday about 90 percent of the streets were "very
passable,- he said.
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A valuable--pirce of IIlaChiller%
Smith,chief engineer at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. ploued through a blanketed oaking lot at the hospital early today.

Clendenen pointed out the
state is responsible for clearing
U.S. 641, Main Street and other
major routes through the city.
The city was allowed, however,
to clear 4th Street between Olive
and Main, a portion of
Sycamore, and 16th Street from
121 to West View Nursing Home.
A state highway official said
crews began spreading salt and
chemical abrasives on 641 and

other major state roads in the
county last night. They were expected to begin plowing this
morning, he said.
About .a dozen, county road
crew workers began plowing
and spreading cinders this morning, said Supervisor Floyd
Renfroe. He said traffic appeared to be _moving well,
although some cars were still
.stuck in ditches this morning. •

_ .A power outage in the Alm°
area occurred shortly after 4
.p.m. Thursday and continued
for nearly 90 minutes. according
to David—Won-ill of the West
Kentucky. Rural Electric
Cooperative. Another occurred
this morning- at Dexter and"
lasted nearly an hour and a half.
There had been no problems
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Wrecker sen ices staying busy

Need a lift? Reports show many did
Today: A few periods of
light snow this morning with
additional accumulation up to
an inch. Some blowing and
drifting snow likely.
Clearing possible this Afternoon. High 30 to 35. Northwest
wind 10 to 20 mph. Chance of
snow decreasing to less than
20 percent thio
Tonight: D-ecreasing
cloudiness. Loar from 154o 20.
Northwest Wind 5 to .10 mph.
Saturday: Mostly sunny with
the high 36-to--40- Light west wind

BY KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Children loved it, parents
hated it and tow truck drivers
struggled through an afternoon
of numerous calls as a sudden
blanket of snow and ice covered
the area. Thursday afternoon
and evening.
aft
.
wleinh
Tha
estimated four to eight inches of ,
snow on most of Western Kentucky, created hazardous driving- cpnditions in all of Calloway
County'- and - forced m an y
motorists .into ditches and
culverts Among the five local

wrecker services contacted earto refer people to other wrecker
truck, made about 10 calls
ly today, a total of more than 85
services," said Joe McClard of
Thursday afternoon, according
service calls were made during, McClard Shell. The Shell station' to John Parker..At got pretty
the past 24 hours, rescuing peooperates two wrecker trucks,
hectic,-" Said Parker of the barple stranded in the first major
and made an estimated 25 to 30
rage of calls his wrecker service
winter storm of 1985
calls during Thursday's
received from motorists who
Seven of Calloway County
snowstorm.
found themselves stuck 'in the
SchoOl Distriet's school buses
Joe Thornton of Thornton's Slick, white powder.
were rescued by Tabers'
Serrice reported about
WreCker
.The tow truck driver at GardWrecker Service, which
Wrecker --S-eri'ice wal on :Wes
cafterldrfilf
service
12
to
15
-a•
operates six tow trucks, accorcall and unavailable for corn
lhree.hour period Thursday
ding to Gerald Tabers. Including
ment early today. but a recepafternoon as the storm settled
the seven school buses, Taber
oVer the county. Re Added that tionist said --she was- unable trr-7
estimated that his trucks pulled
-7
his trim); had already made four -leave -the- -phone-,
out about 80 stranded vehicles
-T-horsdny—
calls early today.
because of its constant ringing"We've had more calls than
Parker Ford, with its one tow
with pleas for a hasty rescue.
we could handle and we've had
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Lawmakers,say tobacco.
imports need restrictions
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Tobacco imports should be
restricted before they ruin the
federaj tobacco program and
drive the nation's leaf farmers'
out of business, lawmakers told
the U.S. International Trade
Commission on Thursday.
Lawmakers from the tobaccoproducing states of North
Carolina, South Carolina, Kentucky, Georgia and Virginia said
they supported•a petition from
the American Farm Bureau
Federation seeking global
quotas on imports of flue-cured,
burley, fire-cured and dark aircured tobacco.
"One point must be made absolutely clear," said Sen.
•041th central Rell district manager Mike Cassity gives-sheriff David Ralentine Check for $25.799.12
Wendell Ford, D-Ky. "Tobacco
tor the (lottpany'. ad aloretti taxes.
growers in the United States are
hurt •— and hurt badly — by a
steady rise in imported
tobaccos."
Sen. Jesse Helms, RSI.C. and
chairman of the Senate
•
Agriculture Committee, agreed
South Central Bell. one of the
'Me paythent is just part of an
Cassity. In fact, our total Inarea's largest taxpayers, has
estimated $24 million in taxes
vestment -of $1.5 billion in the ,with Ford, saying, "It is vital to
the survival of a significant segpaid taxes _totaling $.25,799.12 to
that South Central Bell-will pay
state rivals the financial comment of the nation's economy"
Calloway County.
this year to cities, counties and
mitment.' to Kentucky of any
that the ITC recommend import
the state government.
Mike Cassity.. district
other company."
restrictions.
"As one of the state's largest
manager, delivered the check to
South Central _ Bell --serves
"The tobacco program need:
concerns, South Central Bell's
Sheriff David Barentine
734,000 customers in 79 counties
the 'breathing room'afforded by
contribution to Kentucky's
recently.
across the state.
the import restrictions reeconomy is substantial." said
quested in :.. the petition,"
Helms said.
Opponents, including Rep.
Thomas.E. Petri, D-Wis., tobacco exporters and the ambassador from Malawi, argued
restrictions are unnecessary
and could lead to retaliation by
Foreign persons who Quire
Calloway County Agricultural
stem's
'
. from the Agricultural
foreign countries.
or transfer any. Interest other
Stabili7ation and Conservation
Foreign Investment Disclosure
"Placing import quotas or
than a .security . interest in
Service office within 90 days, a
Act and gives the U.S. Departtariffs on the foreign tobacco is
Calloway County agricultural
spokesman for -the office
ment of Agricupre a survey of
not, the answer — getting the
land are being_ reminded to
reported.
the amount of agricultural land
federal government off the back
report the transaction to the
The reporting requirement' ownedty foreign persons. Those
of the tobacco farmer is," Petri
who fail to report face possible
said.
penalties.
He argued that the government's all9tment program — not
A report must be filed when a
foreign imports — has kept the
single foreign individual,
price of American-tobacco arorganization, or government
tificially high "to the disadvanholds a direct or indirect intage of both our balance-of trade
terest of 10 percent or more;
and the family tobacco farmer."
when a group of foreign inThe trade commission is
dividuals, organizatiohs, or
The property assessment
state banks or savings and
holding hearings to determine if
-governments, acting in concert,
b6Olcs are open to list properloan institutions. These are
imports are indeed hurting the
hold an aggregate interest of 10
ty for the 1985 county and
intangible items and subject
American industry.
percent or more; and , when a
state property . taxes beginnto the state tax only.
If the panel decides later this
group of foreign individuals,
ing Jan.. 2. and extending
Homeowners who will
month that they are, it can
organizations, and governthrough February, according
bocome 65 years of age durrecommend that President
ments, not acting in concert,
to the county property valuaing 1985 should make appHcaReagan impose limits, quotas or
hold an aggregate of 50 percent
tion administrator.
tion for homestead exemption
tariffs on tobacco coming into
interest or more in agricultural
During this time.'it will be
for the 1985 tax year. Applicathe United States:The president
land.
necessary to li,st imtions, must be made during
will receive the ITC report Feb.
provements made to property
The definitiop of agricultural
January and February.
11.
that would affect the value.
land excludes all farm, ranth,
Homeowners who have movAgriculture Secretary John
New 'houses. buildings,
forestry and timber land not exed from one residence to
Block, whose 'department runs
mobile homes, and mobile
acres
ceeding
in
10
the
aganother must reapply for
the tobacco-growing program,
home lots should be reported
gregate. However, if the annual
homestead exemption.
asked the ITC to look into the
as wells remodeling or addisale of the farm, ranch, forestry
Failure to do so will result in
situation.
-tions to existing buildings. .
or timber products produced on
the loss of the benefits until a
The ITC rejected a similar reMobile homes that have
these acres exceeds $1,000 the
new application is- made the
quest
on imports in 1981.
been bought, traded, or
land must be reported.
following year. The applicaRep. Hal Rogers, R-Ky., said
relocated should be reported
Foreign disclosure reports
tion is only good for the
tobacco.,imports have
during this listing period.
contain the date the land was acresidence the application was
skyrocketed 350 percent since
Businesses and 'Manufacquired or transferred, the value
originally made for.
, rad-to-Paport1970 and are preventing the U.S.
turers ,a re
of the purchase price yet-to be
government from stabilizing
The office of the Property
their inventories, accounts
paid, and the estimated value of
prices.
receivable., and equipment on
Valuation Administrator is
the land:Foreign persons are re"Our domestic tobacco prolocated on the first floor of the
hand Jan. 1.
quired to keep direct and ingram
will never work until we
Courthouse. We will be glad
Other items that are taxdirect ownership information
correct the'anomaly we haveioable and which must be
to answer questions pertaincurrent, report to us ,if they
day where we restrict our
rep.orte,d are' notes
ing to the above if you will
cease to be a foreign person, and
domestic growers while ignorcall 753-3482.
receivable, stocks in out-ofif the agricultural land ceases to
ing
the ever-increasing imbe agricultural.
ports," Rogers said.
Kentucky Gov. Martha Layne
Collins also urged the ITC to impose restrictions on tobacco
imports.
Remember...There's Never•A Second Chance
Mrs.- Collins, who is still in
Florida recuperating from abTo Make A...
dominal surgery in November,
did not attend the hearing in
Washington. Her remarks were
introduced into the official
record by representatives of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation who did testify.
Mrs. Collins said tobacco
farmers haVe gone out of their
way to salvage the price support
program by reducing production, taking no increases in price
support levels and installation of
the "no-net cost" program over
the past three years.

her taxes, too

But the governor said those
programs must be given time to
work and the only way to do that
Is to reduce Import quotas.
The government's, tobacco
program consists of marketing
quotas to limit production and a
floor on the price•of tobaeco.
The federally financed FlueCured Tobacco Cooperative;
Stabilization Corp. borrows
from the federal Commodity
Credit Corp. to buy tobacco that
is not sold at the support price.
The stabilization,
cooperative's stockpiles are at
their highest level in 13 years.
Under the no-net cosfprogram
that is supposed to guarantee
taxpayers don't subsidize the
tobacco industry, the nations
200,000 tobacco farmers pay
assessments designed to cover
losses.
Rep. Robin Tallon, D-S.C.,
said imports of flue-cured tobacco, which rose from 1 percent of
domestic use in 1969 to 17.6 per-

to

cent in 1983, have forced
America's leaf farmers to cut
back on the amount they grow
and to freeze their prices. The government, Tallon said,
should "assist in getting the
tobaCco program back on stable
ground and keeping our farmers
.
in business."
The ITC, added Rep. Lindsay
Thomas, D-Ga., has a chance to
"put the tobacco enterprise
back on its feet."
The major exporting creiniriera
are South Korea, Mexico and
Brazil. But Ambassador Nelson
T. Mizere ...said tobacco exports
account for about 50 percent of
the exports from his small
African nation of Malawi. "We will plead with them (the
ITC). not to impose restrictions," he said.
Will E. Leonard, representing
the Leaf Tobacco Exporters
Association, said restrictiOns
"will do more damage than imports will."
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Foreign property-owners reminded
to report holdings to county ASCS

Property improvements
must be listed for taxes-

First Impression

WINTER
SALE
50% OFF
All Winter Items

FIRST IMPRESSION
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
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Local trapper Red Triplett is pictured above with a coyote. about
40 lbs., which he killed earlier this week. Triplett and other local
trappers- are currently working to have a bounty placed on the
animals, which he claims are destroying wild and domesticated
animals at an alarming rate in Calloway County.
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Coyotes are still creating
problems for area farmers
Coyote problems are nothing
new to trappers and farmers in
Western Kentucky, but according to at least two trappers in
Calloway County, the animals
are currently destroying
domesticated livestock and
wildlife at a higher rate than
usual.
Charles Black, a member of
the Fur Takers of America international organization, is
working to have a bounty placed
on coyotes in Kentucky. He and
Red Triplett, another member
of the organization, said they.
spoke with several farmers in
Calloway County who have experienced coyote problems over
The past five years. An increasing population has created a
limited food supply. explained
Black, which has driven the
coyotes onto farms to prey on
livestock.
"They reproduce twice a year
and have five to seven pups in
,each litter,'‘.. said Black, "and
the population has been increasing or the past five years. What-we need to haVe is a bounty on
these animals."

Callow.ay County Game..
Warden Jerry Alexander
reported contradictory findings.
He said he had received "very
few complaints" about coyotes.
He did say coyotes are a problem in states where there are
no bounties on the animals, but
that having a bounty on them
can also create problems with
hunters'- mistaking other wild
and domesticated animals for
coyotes.
"There's no• way to make
them extinct, you can only try to
control them,". said Alexander,
adding that open season on
coyotes extends through Jan. 31
during the'daylight hours.
A Marshall County woman,
Elizabeth Hooks,-said her father
currently owns a herd of about
30,cattle in the west end of the
county on lakefront property,
and that he has "had an absolute
_war with them (coyotes ).,..,He's
got so he 0oesn't like to g0 out
after dark without a gun." But,
she added, he has also had problems with wild dogs who mix
with the coyotes and prey On his
cattle.
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Murray schools receive re-accreditation
10.

The Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools, through
Its Comtnission on Elementary
Schools, has awarded continuing
accreditation to Murray City
Schools by action taken during
the Association's 89th Annual
Meeting here in Atlanta, Dec.
9-12.
Through accreditation, school
staff and faculty members will
benefit by knowing that conditions for teaching in accredited
schools 'meet certain minimum
standards and that efforts are
continually made to improve
these conditions. Regional standards reqistre adequate faculties
and facilities and their effective
use.
,
• Citizens are assured of accountability and of value for
their tax dollars through the process of standard setting and the
regular reevaluation of SACS

member institutions. Communities with accredited
schools can be confident that
their institutions compare
favorably with others in the
region. Accredited schools are a
plus for those who are interektod
in relocating their families and
businesses.
• .
Founded in 1895, the Southern

Snowstorm...
((.'oned from page 1)
with ice on the lines, Morrill
said.
"We'll be in real good shape if
people just don't slide into.)1e
poles,"- he said.
State police at Henderson and
Madisonville repo,rted slick
roads Thursday night but no major traffic accidents.
U.S. 80 between Paducah and

Association of Colleges and
Schools is one of six regional accrediting bodies in the U.S. More
than 11,000 member public and
private universities, colleges,
junior colleges, occupational institutions, secondary schools,
middle schools, and elementary
schools enroll approximately
five million students. ,
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Smithland in Livingston County
was reportedly "very slick,"
state Police at Mayfield said
Thursday night. But few accidents occurred because people
were staying off the highways; a
dispatcher sal&
Residents of the central part
of the state found ice-coated
.-- cars and trees, but-net the two to
five inches of snow predicted.
earlier..But freezing "precipitation, turning to snow, was expected most of today in central
and eastern Kentucky.
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PERSPECTIVE
We pay a price
for high awards
from litigation
Every citizen's access to the courts and to just
compensation for injury are fundamental rights
in American society. But what happens when
• these rights are abused by litigants, Lawyers, and
Juries that are all-too-willing to approve out-sized
and often outlandish awards?
One consequence was apparent recently. The
Federal Centers for Disease Control disclosed a
shortage of whooping cough vaccine so severe that
booster shbts for many children will be delayed
a yeay or_more. Why the shortage? Because two
of the three pharmaceutical houses in the United
States that manufacture the vaccine have
restricted or halted distribution of it.
And why have they done so? Because approximately one child in every 320,000 vaccinated suffers serious side effects that can include permanent nerve and brain damage. The resultant
lawsuits and the size of the awards drove the cost
of insurance for the manufacturers to nearprohibitive levels. Two of the three manufacturers
reacted by effectively withdrawing from the
market.
Public health officials are unsure of the effects
of the vaccine.shortage. But delays in the booster
shots for children entering school will mean an increased risk that these youngsters will pass on the
disease to their younger, more vulnerable siblings.
And statistics indicate that one child in every 200
contracting whooping cough will die,Last year,
2,400 cases were reported and some health researchers believe the total figure may have been ten
times higher.
What will the toll be this year and next as vaccine supplies dwindle below the minimum needed to give every child the primary and booster
shots required? Those lives will be part of the
price paid for a litigious 'Society.

looking back
Ten years ago
Thomas A. Scott:was sworn in as Commonwealth's Detective by Circuit Court Judge
James M. Lassiter. He- will be assisting Commonwealth Attorney M. Ronald Christopher and
the County Attorneys of the 42nd judicial 'district
In investigations in criminal cases.
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford C. Paschall will observe
their 65th wedding anniversary on Jan. 7.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Danny A. Lovett on Dec. 26.,
The Twin Lakers Four Wheelers,Inc., hosted a
four wheel drive for 26 vehicles from four counties including 71 persons starting at Cain &Trees
Parking Lot on Dec. 29.
Twenty years ago
''Thanks to John Ed Scott for the local weather
information. John is the local official U.S.
Weatherman,- from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
The tornado of March 4, 1964, in the northwest
section of Calloway County is the top story of the
year in the feature on 1964 highlights from the
files of The Ledger & Times as compiled by JO
Burkeen.
Recent births reported a the Murray Hospital
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James E. Outland,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gene Mitcherson, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Dale McCuan and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Gahagan.
Elected as officers of Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons for 1965 are Jimmy
--- Herndon, Otis Hatcher, Max G. Rogers, G.B.
Churchill, Buel E. _Stalls, William M8ffett, John
H. McNeely, Richard Scarbrouch, R.C. Jones,
Norman Klapp. Leonas E. Wyatt and John H.
Perkins.
Thirty years ago
W.C. Elkins is chairman and Hilton Hughes is
vice chairman of the Murray Board of Education.- Other board , members are Mrs. Mary
Louise Baker,- Wells .Overbey and Dick Sykes.
W.Z. Carter is superintendent'of Murray City
Schools.
N.B. Ellis of Wilson, Ark., has purchased the
Economy Hardware Store here from Oliver
Cherry and Hall McCuiston.
Mrs. Joseph Berry, publicity chairman for the
Christmas TB Seal Sale here, urges persons to
make contributions to the drive as soon as
possible.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dale Riggins and son, Rod, of
Union City, Tenn., have been the guests of their
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Riggins and Mr.
and Mrs. Dewey Crass.
Needy residents of Calloway County received
1,20,145_ through- the State Department of
Economic Security in December, according to
Vego E. Barnes, Commissioner of Economic
Security. . _
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business mirror

by john cunniff

The president's scarlet letter
NEW YORK (AP) - It is
downward, tightening spiral of
Reagan's "Scarlet Letter."
misfortunes, and suggests that abThat is how John H. Filer recentsolution is obtained by rejoining
ly described the federal budget, -the community and
accepting its
deficit, which some supporters of
mores.
President Reagan consider a sin
As Filer views Reagan, the presiagainst conservatism that,
tient and his advisers "will want to
unrepented, could stain his Other , give the Republican
party every
accomplishments.
chance of staying in power past
Filer, who recently retired as
1988," and therefore Will do all they
chairman of Aetna Life & Casualty
can to get the deficit down to acCepCo., believes the president will cortable size.
rect the deficits and return to the
"As the negative aspects of
community of proper conserdeficits become even clearer, the
vatives rather than see
current subustantial political
Republicans shunned in 1988.
momentum for deficit reduction
To carry the comparison with
will become a juggernaut," said
Nathaniel Hawthorne's Scarlet
Filer in his talk to the Hong Kong
Letter might be going a bit far, but
Management Assocation.
Filer's reasoning, revealed in a
"The Republicans, and especialspeech being distributed by his
ly the president, will need to be
former company, depicts a vague,
seen in the forefront 1U acperhaps amusing, comparison.
complishing the compelling naIn the Hawthorne novel, Hester
tional goal of stemming the flow of
Prynne, an adultress, illustrates
red ink," he told his audience.
- the author's view that sin results in
Reagan, he believes, also wants

to go out a hero, a man in the good
graces of not just his own party but
in the hearts of all voters. And
neither he nor Hester Prynne, he
suggests, can be accepted while
wearing a scarlet letter on the
chest for all to see.
If nothing is done about the
deficits, and if current projections
have credibility, Filer says, the
Reagan years will result in nearly
a 150 percent increase in U.S.
federal indebtedness.
To put it more precisely, "In
eight years, Ronald Reagan will
have presided over a substantially
bigger debt increase than occurred
during the previous 204 years of our
Republic," says Filer.
Filer believes that Congress
finally will accept the necessity for
spending cuts,.however painful. 141,
"Persuasion in the matter of
deficit reduction has moved well
past the question of 'should it be
done' to 'how will we do it?" says

1

Filer, adding:
"The special interests that have
so effectively prevented any major
breakthrough thus far Will be much
less potent in 1985 than they have
been during' ttie protracted
political season prior to the
election."
He suggests the president and
Congress are ready to practice
greater fiscal responsibility now, before the threatened
downward spiral of economic
events brands- the administration
in scarlet.
Note: We were unable to publish
Mike Royko's column today
because it.was not received in the
mail by press time

•

_

•

heartline

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If yoti
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria; Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you
must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be. printed in this
column.
HEARTLINE: My grandmother
is 83 years old. She draws_a Small
social security check, is covered by
Medicare, but still can't afford the
kind of medical treatment that most
of us do manage to afford. I usually
fill out her Medicare claims for her,
and am amazed at the number of
times we have heard back from
Medicare thatTheitem kir service is
not covered by Medicare. It is in- -furiating that one of the most costly
medical necessities - medications are not covered by Medicare_ I would venture to say- that there
Wren't many senior citizens, 'VOW •
especially with her advanced age.
who do not need' one kind of
prescription medicine . or.another.
Sometimes I feel that, even though
the hospitalization part of Medicare.
is fairly good, We could dispense
with the doctor coverage for monthly visits to the doctor, and instead
have coverage for the prescriptions.
"ACrUALLY,GRIMES, WE'RE ALLOWED TO UNLOAD"rHE PATIENT'
BEFORE WE UNLOAD HIS MONEY"
In my grandmother's case, her
monthly visit to the doctor is $15.00,
whereas her monthly medication
charges-areln excess of $60. I know
that there are many other elderly
persons who would much prefer to
pay their charges for a doctor's Visit
-themselves, and know that their
prescriptions, eyeglasses, dentures
and dental services be covered. Her
last pair of eyeglasses, which are
tri-focals. cost her $120 in 1980. She
really ,needs to have a new pair
made, as she can hardly see out of
FRANKFORT - While major atthe ones she-now has. She doesn't
tract the work to private eligible
while the balance will go for
-telitiOn of the average Kentuckian is
complain about it. but when she
construction firms."
maintenance throughout the year.
directed toward the primary and Incan't even read the labels on foods"
Several of'Kentucky's larger and
Some new construction may be
terstate road systems the rural
more wealthy counties have their
at the supermarket. then I know she
figured in by some counties.
highway program work for spring
really needs new glasses. My
own equipment and keep a regular
Kentucky is among the high-cost
and summer is now being planned
brother and I are her only living
road department. he explained.
states for road construction and
with fiscal courts of 120 counties.
relatives;and with both of us in col- _
Some of the smaller counties find it
,maintenance because_ of the many
- Otto Ingram, commissioner of
lege, we just can't buy_ the glasses
more effective and more efficient to
streams and mountains„ in the
rural highways and assistant
for her. I know that the current ad- .
contract their road work or to pay
Eastern Part. Kentucky probably
secretary
of Transportation
ministration has made many
the state crews to do it. In this way
has more- bridges per mile than
Cabinet, said last week that $30 to
changes in the Medicare program,
the poorer counties get more work
most other states.
$32 million will be spent on the 10,000
and want to know if they will help
done since none of it goes for equipMoney for the rural and seconmiles of secondary roads arid
her to py for the eyeglasses: K.L.
ment purchase or maintenance.
dary road program operated jointbridges throughout the state this
ANSWER: Unfortunately. no.
"Those large enough to maintain
ly by the state and counties comes
year.
There is only one service -performtheir own departments can make,
from gasoline and other taxes co.,k
"Highway district engineers are
their money go further by doing the
lected by the state from motor fuels_ ed by an Optometrist that is covered
now meeting or planning meetings
by Medicare: treatment for
work with their own crews," he said.
and other transportation supplies.
with fiscal courts to approve their
aphakia.. This is a new benefit About$8 million or the $32 million
A certain portion of this is
road and bridge programs for this
will go for resurfacing and patching
allocated to this program and is ap-.- -;Vhich was not_avallable before.Juyear," Ingram said.
portionet to the counties in a corn- , ly 1. 1982. Aphakia is the absence bi
The plans must include a regular
the -natural lens of the eye. This
plicated formula that includes the
maintenance program such as ditcndition may be congenital or the
size of the county. number of road
ching,and routine maintenance and
lens may-have-been removed-4n the- -miles and some other factors.
repair on road surfaces. Roads to be
course of cataract operation-or
Freezing and flooding are the two
resurfaced or sealed will also be
other eye surgery. Natural-lenses
most troublesome fartors and cost
designated by the courts to obtain
are often replaced by either temitems in road maintenance.
their allotment of highway dollars
porary postsurgical lenses or by
from the state.
permanent lenses
"Some of the counties that maintain their own highway departments
Dear Editor:
will be allocated the money," InPlease allow us the opportunity
gram said, "while others will conof using this means to express our
thanks to the individuals.
businesses, church groups.
By Ken Wolf
WRITE A LETTER - Letters
students and other organizations of
There
Is
much to be said for the
to the editor are welcomed and
Murray and Calloway County who
argument that men and women are
encouraged. All letters must be
made the joy of Christmas a reality
heavily Influenced.by the environsigned by the writer and the
to 145 households (231 children) in
.44
ment in which they grow up.
writer's address and phone
our county. Without the help of so
An
enthusia
stic
French
.lover
number must be included for,
of
many, Christmas would have been
democracy livtng in the young
verification. The phone number
very bleak for these persons.
United . States, St. Jean de
will not be published.
Caring and sharing are shown
Creveceour (1731-1813). put this
"Letters should be typewritten
throughout the year, yet the abunargument in-clear, forceful terms in
and double-spaced if possible and
dance shown at this Christmas
his Letters from an American
should be on topics of general
season was indeed heartwarming
Farmer:
interest.
We want everyone to know we apMen are like plants; the
Letters must not be more than
preciate the many kind and
goodness and flavor of the fruit
500 words. Longer letters cannot
generous acts'shown to ouy clients.
proceeds from the particular
g 3'4 be published.
On behalf of our clients, the staff.
soil and exposition in which
Editors reserve the right to
our volunteers and board members
they grow. We are nothing but
condense or reject any letter and
of NEED LINE, we thank you and.
what we derive from the air
limit frequent writers.
wish for you health and happiness
we breathe,the climate we inAddress correspondence to:
In the New Year.
W•4%47114#4/
habit, the government we
Editor. The Murray Ledger ft
,
t , I II
May God Bless You!
1,
obey, the system of religion we
1, I,
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
ilii,11
)r
Euple War4,-Directer P flu,
profess, and the mode of our
,
42071.
r
.If
'III
‘'.41/f (,;('(,1
NEED LINE
employment.

agree or not

.‘

by s.c. van euron

• State's fiscal courts begin planning
for work on 10,000 miles of roads

-

•

—.1 -

letter to the editor
Local children
benefit from caring

thoughts in season

WALTER L. APPERSON, President,
Editor & Publisher
TED DELANEY,Circulation & Production
Manager
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
BOB TAYLOR, Clasalfied Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
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DATEBOOK
Dental group will meei
The Southwestern District Dental 'Assistants
will meet Tuesday.. Jan:.8, at 7.3Q p.m. at the
Purchase Area District Development Building.
Mayfield. The program will be oh....A1DS. All
"meriThers are Urged to attend to welcome Martha
Smith. president of the Kenhicky DA.A.a group.
spokesman said. --

Ann Brooks. president of the Murray Woman's
Club, urges all members of the Executive Board
of the club to attend the meeting on Monday. Jan.
7 at 11.311 a m aline club hivIi.a gich-chairman
'of the 10 departments of the club is urged to have
her year-end rePort in to Mrs: Brooks so she can
prepare her general report for the Kentucky
1*'erterat1on TirWomen-s"ChM&

ingk ptu-re- irrrr

n

Patients dismissed

The Single Connection will meet Sunday. Jan).
6: at_12: p.M.,for lunch at the Homeplace Family Restaurant. Highway 121 North. This is for all
-singles and,their children. For information. call
.1 ill at 753-1701 or Dick at 436-2174.

Lora,' personS" recently clisMiSsett Trim
Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah, include
Oneda CrideFof Farmington and David Daughaday of Murray.

.speak

Taryn L. Landon born

A,spilcial. program on ,• Ministecing In Crisis
Situatiohs':
.be presented by Rena Moody of
Murray. chaplain at the _Western Baptist
Hospital. Paducah. on Wednesday. Jan. 9. atd9
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
This program will be in the third floor classroom.
-of tile hospitat-UT cooperation with-ate-MurrayCalloWay County Ministerial Association. For
additional information call Nancy • Rose at
753-.513i. 1.-:Ntension 132

The l•nited Methbdist Women of the South.
'lea-sant Grove United Methodist- Cht01. will
have a general meeting on Monday. Jan.. . at
at the shurch. H.ostesses will. be Ola Mae
p
Brandon,
. Imogefie. Paschall and 'Brenclif-F
.
•

Fellowship -event tonight
GarY, Flippins of Milan, •Tenn., will speak at
the. meeting of the Full Gospel Business Men's
Vellowship- tonight -(Friday at - the Avalon
Restaurant. Paris. Tenn:The meeting wi41 be at •
7 - 30 pm. with dinner at 630 p.m. A graduate of
Vanderbilt Law School. he served twa--twips
the House of Representatives and three terms in
the State Senate .where he served as the Senatre
Maiority Leader _And on the Tennessee ContituHon Convention. He has been. itnieinber of First-United Methodistrhurch Where he hits Served on:
the heard and as distil-et-lay leader. He recentlyreturned frdin a three-week evangelical mils
to, the .Prtili,uines.
•
r- • '

6

Mr. and Mrs. Terry Landon, Rt. 1, Benton, are
the parents of a daughter, Taryn LaNeil,
weighing eight pounds 14 ounces, measuring 19
inches, born on Saturday. Dec. 22, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the
former Cynthia Rudd. Grandparents are Mr.and
Nirs. Neil Ruild of Benton. the late Edward Landon and the late francis Landon Henry. Greatgrandparenffare Amos York. Mr. and Mrs., Bill
Rudd and Mr. and Mrs. Ted Jones, Benton. A
great-great:grandmother is Mrs. Pearl Rudd,
Benton.

. United WOMC:11 1011 'Meet

•P

di
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Coke-Is-It vnlay not-be used
BRATTLEBORO, Vt.
AP-1-- Coke-Is-It, who
changed his name from
Frederick Koch because
people..kept mispronouncing it, • says he's
not sure his new name is
worth a fight with the
Coca-Cola Co., which
went to coini over
company slogan.
When you back a big
corporation, you .can
find yourself in the middle of a big financial'
comiiiiitnient. I want to
rnake sure I am ready to
do trtis before I get
'caught in the'middle
_without the finances to

1ff IA ENTIIITAIN YOU

BARGAIN MATINEES SAT. & SUN.* AU.SEATS $2
Prog. Info
753-3314

a

.WWC Board will meet

IT IS A NORLD WHERE
SANDWORMS 1.000 FEET
LaNG GUARD CREATION'S
GREATEST TREASURE —
THE SPICE THAT
PROLONGS LIFE.

complete it," Coke-Is-It,
54-, said this week.
The. Atlanta-based
soft drink giant filed An
appeal Dec. 21 In' Windham County Superior
Court to prevent CokeIs-It from continuing to
use .its slogan as his
legal name.
The comparw is seeking a stay to Prevent the
Guilford man from using the name until the
appeal is heard, said
Coca-Cola lawyer..
Robert McKearin. A
hearing on the appeal.
could be up-to ,a year
away, said a court
spokesman.
Coke-Is-HIS-the-father'
of Bill Koch, a U.S.
Olympic Nordic skier
whose name was often
mispronounced during
telecasts.of the 1980 and
1984 Winter Olympics,
"If you had a name
like mine, you'd know
how many times. it gets
mispronounced," CokeIs-It said. "There is now
no question over how
you pronounce my
name."

DeVanti's
Chestnut St.,
Murray

DINO DE LAURENTIIS
PRESENTS

Jan. 1-6
Mexican
Meals

1:30, 7:00, 9:30

Central Center

A hot-shot coo...
a wise-guy
detective.;and
the heat is on .1

School lunch menus listed for vVeek
Menus for the various
lunchrooms in the county and city schools for
the week of Jan. 7,to 11
have been released.by
Joanna Adams and
Glinda Jeffrey,food serxice directors for the
Calloway County and
-.Murray City Schools
respectively.
The menus are subject to- occasional
change because of the
availability of food and
other special occasions.
' Menus are
_ as follows:
---CALLOWAY COUNTY

Friday - spaghetti
bar, and assorted fruits,
MURRAY CITY .
wfrmeat sauce, sub- vegetables and drinks
marine sandwich. 'Pizare available daily.
"
Murray High
za, cheeseburgers,
Robertson
Monday - sloppy it:ie.
salad- bar and a variety
and Carter
of fruits, vegetables and grilled cheese; Tuesday
and
Headstart
drinks are available - tacos and salad, roast
Monday - chicken
beef
sandwich;
Wednesdaily.
day - turkey and fried steak, ham-. _
Calloway Middle
gravy,
chili dog: Thurs- burgers,.,butteriet
Monday - fiah and',
rots, sweetened rice,
'cheese -nuggets, tacos; day - spaghetti-MI mixed fruit, fruit juice
meatballs,
chicken
nugTuesday - fried
arprithilk; Tuesday chickert, hot ham and gets and rolls; Friday - pizza, taco dogs, carrots
cheese
and
bacon
sandcheese sandwich;
and peas, buttered
Wednesday - chili, wich, fish sandwich. potatoes, pineapple,
Piz-za,
hamburgers
hamburger: Thursday
cheeseburgers,_chili_bar fruit juice and milk;
— sliced turkey/gravy, and
a variety of fruits, -Wednesday - spaghetti
Chili dog; Friday and rolls, turkey sandspaghetti w/meat vegetables • grid drinks wich, green beans,
are
available
daily.
sauce, submarine sandsweet potatoes, gelatin
Murray Middle
Calloway High
• wich. Pizza, salad bar
with fruit, fruit juice
Monday
buenitoes.
Monday - fish and and a variety of fruits
and
milk; Thursday cheese nuggets, tacos; .and vegetables are hamburger basket; chicken nuggets,
Tuesday
mexican
Tuesday- fried available daily.
casser-Ole, ham and cheeseburger. creamed
chicken, hot irtm and
Eatit, North
cheese
basket; Wednes- potatoes, green peas,
cheese; Wednesday and Southwest
carrot-raisin salad,fruit
baked ham, chili;:
Monday - pizza, hot day - barbecued juice and milk; Friday
chicken,
cheeseburger
Thursday - 'siced ham and cheese*Tues- chili and sandwich,
turkey/gravy, chili dog; day - fried chicken, basket; Thursday - hot ham
and cheese
spaghetti
and
bread,
cheeseburger; Wedneisandwich, corn on cob, •
ham
and
cheese
basket;
. day 1- taco salad,
stewed tomatoes, ap. chili and sandpeanut butter/jelly Friday .7
plesauce,fruit juice and
sandwich; Thursday -• wich, hamb-urger
basket.
Pizza,
salad
'eI9-S0y.fish, sloppy joe;
Friday. - chili, turkey
Barbara Alancirell
club sandwich.. A vane-'
Day
Night I all
ty Of fruits, vegetables
753-6363
and drinks are available
NASHVIKLE, Tenn. next month.
daily.
l'Eturt t-s.
911
,Polger I I
(AP) - "I'm not well
The crash, in which
yet, but I'm getting Miss - Maiislrell's two
Well. I'm _ahead _of children were also inschedule," a tearful -jured, claimed the lifeof
Barbara Mandrell told Mark While, the
reporters at the country 19-year-old driver of the
music star's first public other car. Mibs Manappearance since she drell-was -hospitalized
was seriously injured in for 19 days and is -still
a two-Car head--on walking on crutches.
.
collision.
• The Country- Music
Miss Mandrell, 36, Association, entertainer
suffered a broken leg, of the year'in 1980 and
two -broken tiones in her 1981 is known for such
ankle, a badly injured hits as "I Was Country
- knee and a severe Con- When Counta -Wasn't
cussion in the Sept. 11 • Cool,"-"Sleeping Single
accident near Nashville. in a Double Bed,- "In
Sheiaid Thursday she-is Times Like These" and
. scheduled to. rethrntO ''Only a Lonely _Heart
the recording studio Knows."
VIM

A UNIVERSAL RELEASE

.7447a41
After Christmas Sale!
In Progress

/
1 3—/
1 2 "off

All Fall & Winter Merchandise

DUDLEMY ()ORE
Micki & Maude

In 1977 Voyager II was
launched into space, inviting all life forms in the
universe to visit our
planet. Get ready.
Company's coming.
JOHN CARPENTER'S

STAR MAN
JEFF
BRIDGES

KAREN
ALLEN

coLussauk PICTURES
1:30. 3:40. 7:10. 9:25

*a:Ws
*Dresses
*Sweaters
*Slacks
*Skirts
'-olidcets

noccluo

Gary- CO1011311 hack Oil JO!)
after his kicine v transplant
Gary" banner meted
the•-16-year-old`rEtor as
he returned to the set
Thursday at Universal
Studios.
"He's doing- great,"
Coleman's publicist,
Larry Goldman, said:

.01tAkk:Qioly,4
Pier

NO EVENING SHOWS
1:30, 3:15 SAT &
N
FINAL-4 SHOWS
, *ENDS SUN'

WALT DISNEY'S

•

UNIVERSAL- CITY,
Calif. TAP)- Gary Coleman, the star Of the
"Diff'rent Strokes"
television series, is back
on the job after undergoing his s
- econd kidney.
transplant.
•
A "Welcome Back,

oic--rusEs

CLINT EASTUJOOD
BURT REYNOLDS

543

74

Singer
.
recovering froin her iniurics

/
1 2 Price

Micki wos the only wornon
he ever wontd to marry.
Until he met Moude.

FASHION FLAIR - Silhouette and fabric variety is something all women
appreciate, and that •
Includes the relatively new segment of the market - large sizes. 8110wn
at left, is a long, and yes,
lean look in the fly-front jacket and slim skirt of pure wool flannel; the
separates come in red,
wirieberry, peacock, navy and gray mix; the bow blouse is striped in
coordinating colors. Shown
at right is one of the versatile and comfortable capes which have perennial
appeal as cover-ups.
This one has attached scarf and collar as distinetive-detail; in gray mix
flannel, it covers a gray glen plaid blazer and matching gray mix flannel pant. (Separates and
cape from Pendleton's
Women's Sizes Collection: blouse by Country Sophisticates.)

IImports

We are pleased to
announce that Lisa
Hale. bride-elect of
'Anthony Manning,
has Made her selecltiofmaorr?.0qrptyd.41
registry
for
1 decorative
accessories,
Lisa and Anthony
_Malt& marr4ed Feb.

Sales Final-No Exchanges
*v. The Purchase Price Will Hold

MI

Layaways For 30 Days*

•
7th West,Side of Square
Mayfield Ky (502P 247-1767
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Newborns, dismissals listed

;
PAGES

`

Community events

• Friday,Jan.4
Newborn admissions
Baby, Girl; Weather- Ragsdale, 798 Meadow
and dismissals at ford, parents,
Square and round
Mary and Lane;
Murray-Calloway Coun- Ricky, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Mrs. Emily.. M. Skin- dancing will be from
ty Hospital for Monday, Tenn.
ner, 403 South 16th St.; 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Dec. 31, were released
Dismissals .
Mrs. Flora Going, New Grove Roller Rink.
as follows:
---James W. Erwin, 515 Concor-d; William
Newborn admissions
Paducah Area
South Eighth St.; Mrs. Wallace Holbrook, Rt. 5.
Baby Boy Thompson, Bonnie F. Clem, Rt. 8,
parents, Deborah and Benton; Mrs. Michelle
Jeff, Rt. 1, Benton;
Theodora Smith, 412
Baby Boy Paschall, South 10th St.; •
mother, Dorothy, Rt. 1,
NEW YORK (AP) - no opinion.
Mrs. Linda G. Macha,
Murray;
Rt. 1; Mrs. Alice Lucille Six of 10 Americans in.a
Asked the same quesBaby Boy Willis, Colson, Rt. 3;
Robert Media General - tion about a conlititumother,Terri, Rt. 1,Big Jack Wagar, 300 South Associated Press poll
tional amendment to
Sandy, Tenn.
said they would favor a further
16th St.;
restrict legal
Dismissals
Robert Lee Burkeen, constitutional amend- abortions, 50 percent
Richard M. Jones, 909 Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. ment to permit organizsaid they would oppose
Story Ave.; Lowell Key, Willie Earlene Turner, ed prayer in public
it, 35 percent said they
Rt. 4; Donald David Rt. 5; Maurice Crouse, schools, but less than
would support it and 15
Harper', Rt. 1, Cottage Rt. 1, Almo.
half -said they went to percent
had no opinion.
Grove, Tenn.;
church often.
When asked how often
Mrs. Laurie Leigh
Newborn admissions
The nationwide ,they attended
the
White and baby boy, Rt. and dismissals at telephone survey of
church of their choice,
6; Mrs. Rhonda Lynn Murray-Calloway Coun- 1,476 Americans also
46 percent said often, 22"
Lafser, 225 South 15th ty Hospital for Wednes- said nearly seven of 10
percent said sometimes,
St.; Gary Brent day, Jan. 2, have been Americans had no
26 percent said hardly
Phillips, 325A Walnut, released as follows:
doubts about the ex- ever and
5 percent said
Paris, Tenn.;
Newborn admissions
istence of God. In addi- they had
no church of
Mrs. Loretta Ann
Baby Boy Mason, tion, half of those
choice.
Gentry and baby boy, parents, Janie and surveyed said they
The respondents in
Rt. 3; Mrs.• Veda Mae Mark, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
would oppose a constitu- the Media General-AP
Henderson, Rt. 1, HarBaby Boy Rogers, tional -amendment to
poll also were asked
din; Mrs. Sheila Swor, parents, Mary and Tom- further restrict legal
which of several
my, Rt. 1, Puryear, abortions.
Rt. 1, Henry, Tenn.;
statements came
Mrs. Roberta Marie Tenn.
The respondents were closest to their
beliefs
Smith and baby girl,
Distbissals
asked, "Do you support about God. Sixty-nine
New Concord; Mrs.
Lathan Milliken, 415 or oppose a constitupercent chose "J know
Elwin Stanley Williams, Cherry; Mrs. Rebecca tional amendment to
God really exists and I
Rt. 2, Benton:- Ose Lee Graham, F-5 Murray allow organized prayer
have. n,o doubts about
Graves, 1122 Bridgette, Manor; Miss" Terri D. in public schools?" and
it." Only 3 percent chose
Paris, Tenn.
Willis and baby boy, Rt. 61 percent said they
"I don't know whether
Miss Tammy L. 1, Big Sandy, Tenn.;
would support it, 31 per- there_ is a God, and I
Thorn, Rt. 4, Benton;
AIMS Cynthia Fay cent said they would opdon't believe there is
Mrs. Dixie M. Pogue, Diggs, 1015 Reynolds, pose it and 8 percent had
any way to find out."
509 South Seventh St.; Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. ConThomas Turner Ahart, nie Sue Newsome and •
749 Riley et::
baby boy, Rt. 7,
Samuel Laverne Mayfield; Bobby D.
Graham, Rt. 1, Almo; Walker, Rt. 2;
Mrs. Bessie Mae Miller.
Mrs. Teresa Ann
Jewelers and Distributors
Rt. 1, Almo; Jeremy M. Smith and baby girl, Rt.
314 Main St., Murray, KY 753-7111
Harrell, 416 South 10th 2, Big Sandy, Tenn.;
The Essence of Distinction '
St::
Mrs. Mary Diane
Vernon C. Moody (ex- Henderson, 309 South
t;
pired) Rt. 8; Mrs. Fifth St.; Mrs; 011ie
We are proud to
Lavinia Claxton (ex- Smith, Almo;
iannounce Kelly She*
pired Puryear, Tenn.
Miss Martha.Gall McSevems, bride-elect
---Cain, 928 John Lee Dr., .
Riley
Todd
of
Newborn admissions Paris, Ter.; Robert B.
Solomon,
has
.at Willoughby, Rt. 1,
selected her crystal
Murrsy-Calloway Coun- Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
and small appliances
ty Hospital for Tuesday, Geraldine Sharon
from our bridal
Jan.., have been releas- Caldwell, Box 1453,
registry. Their wed,
ed as follows:
ding will be Jan. 26,
Paris, Tenn.;
Newborn admissions
1985
Donnie Gene
Baby Boy Thornton, Hargrove, Rt. 1, Dexmotter,_LaJearma,,21
.12 ter; Ivan M.- Rudolph,
Coldwater Rd., Murray; 1662 Ryan; Mrs. Stella

Group takes prayer poll

0
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Friday,Jan- 4
Chapter of Parents
Without Panthers will
meet at 8 p.m, at
American Legion
Building, Legion Drive,
Paducah.
---Alcoholics.
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8.p.m.
at J.U. Kevll Center,
South 10th Street' E,tended, Mayfield.
Mr. "and Mrs. Hugh
Gingles will observe
their 65th wedding anniversary today.

Aaturday,Jan.5
West Kentucky Fur
Takers Show and Sale
„has been changed from
today to Jan. 26 at the
Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
---Alcotiollcs
Anonymous. and Al.
Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
-7 — Couples Bridge with
Carmon and Crystal
Parks as hosts will be at
7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.

Saturday,Jan.5
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 276 Free and AcSunday,Jan.6
cepted Masons will
A lcohol -ics
meet at 7 p.m. at lodge Anonymous will have a
hall.
closed meeting at 4 p.m.'
---at American Legion
Square and round Building, South Sixth
dancing wll be from 7:30 and Maple Streets. For
to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove information call
Roller Rink.
753-0061, 762-3399 or
---753-7764.
P-aris Chapter of
---Women's Aglow will
The Single Connection
meet at 9 a.m. for with children invited
breakfast and 9:45 a.m. will meet at 12:15- p.m.
for meeting at Avalon for lunch at the
Restaurant, Paris, Homeplace Family
Tenn.
Restaurant, Highway

Sunday,Jan.It

Monday,Jan.7

121 North

A 1 _C. .9 _h
.1
Pioneer RAs of First Anonymous and AlBaptist Church will Anon will have closed
have a pizza supper at 5 meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
p.m.
Benton. For information
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
Monday,Jan.7
Murray -Calloway 753-7764 or 753-7663.
--County Camera Club
Diabetes Education
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Annex of Calloway Classes will be from 2 to
Public Library with pro- 4 p.m. and 6 to 8 p.m. in
gram to be slides of ground floor classrooth
Alaskan trip by Larrie No. 2, Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. For informaClark.
tion call 1-444-2122.
---Executive -Board of
passes
in free proMurray Woman's Club
'
will meet at 11:30 'a.m. gram of adult basic
education in
at.the club house.
County will .resume to---Hazel and Douglas day. For information
Centers will be open call 753-2450, 753-30033
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. or 762-6971.
---for activities by the
Deacons of Memorial
senior citizens.
•Baptist Church will
---Murray Lodge No,406 m_eet at 7 p.m__
Free and Accepted
Gen-e-ral meeting of
Masons will meet at.7:30
United Methodist
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Women of South PleaKathleen Jones Group sant Grove limited
of First Baptist Church Methodist Church- will --,
Women will meet at 7. be at 7 p.m. at the
p.m. with Lorene church
Swann.
.

WRICITIFS

Hillmark

NOW OPEN

SUNDAYS

1:00-5:00

We back Our
Quality With A
Money Back Guarantee

Mon.-Thurs. 9-7
Fri. 9 A.M.-8 P.M.
Sat. 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
Sun. 1 P.M.-6 P.M.

MINIMUM
PRICE CHANGES
We don t change piic•s
•s•ry ciay or •very
onty when the market
(+ranges We don't pay
someone to mak• price
'changes every dos, so
neither do

Cream Corn
Hominy
Sweet Peas
French Green Beans
Cut Green Beans
Green and White Lima

Butterbeans
Chili Beans
Pork'N Beans
Pinto Beans
Northern Beans
Stewed Tomatoes
Tomatoes
Tomato Sauce

We carry many name brands but
If we find a product of equal quality but at a lower price we buy it.
We don't pay for fancy labels and
neither do you.

314
15 oz. 314
16 oz. 314
15 oz. 314
15 oz. 31 4
1601. 494
16 oz. 394
15 oz. 394
15 oz.

-

Chicken Noodle Soup
Chunk Tuna
1/2 Moon Cheddar
1/2 Moon Colby
Banquet Chicken Patties
Banquet Chicken Nuggets

16.5

16
15.5
15.5

10 oz. 29`
59c
sil9
oz. 5 U9
;239
12s239
OZ.

15

Mushrooms
Cut Sweet Potatoes
White Potatoes
Spaghetti
Mac. & Cheese
Dry Pinto Beans
Dry Northern Beans
Vegetable Soup

49c
39'
0.. 31
49c
...23`
01.33c
0Z.

01.

33' .
01. 294
OZ.

—Arm
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Various churches in
the eity and county have
announced services and
meetings for -Sunday.
Jan. 8, as follows:

at the 10:45 a.m. service
at the South Pleasant
` South Pleasant
The-- Rev. Paul Grove United Methodist
Me-Adeor-pastar,' will Church. His children's
speak from Matthew 2 sermon will be from

THE ACES

BOBBY WOLFF

"Middle age- is when your -old
classmates are so gray and wrinkled- and bald they don't recognize
vou.
- Bennett Cerf

NORTH
•1085 3
Q 10 8 7
•AQ6
4A6

-Eight ever, nine never" is a
rule, as most players know. for.
__.choosing between a finesse and
play. for the drop. The rule works
well when only an isolated suit is
involved, it is next to useless when
other factors are present_
, East wins the diamond finesse
and returns a diamond to knock out
dummy's ace South leads a trump
to his .ace and a club back to
dummy's ace. Another trump is led
_from dummy _and_ifs_decision time
Should South finesse or should he
_ play the king?.
If South mistakenly . follows the
general rule. he finesses to_ West'aqueen and West returns a trump. At
the cost of • one trump. West has
removed a . trump from South and
. one from dummy. Now South can
'take only nine winners.
Instead of-taking -the even-money
chance on the trump finesse. South
:should count- his possible winners.
He It -sure: of one -heart, one diamond and two top clubs for four
tricks. Two top trumps, added to
four ruffs in clubs and hearts (two
in each hand), swell the total to 10
tricks (perhaps 11 tricks, if the
trump queen happens to fall). •
Obviously South cannot -afford
the'trump finesse and should play
the king instead. Doing so improves
'she chances for 10 tricks against
any 3-2 break (about 6870). When
the trump queen fails to drop.
South cashes his remaining highcard -Winners in clubs, and hearts,
and crossruffs both suits to--claim
10 tricks.

WEST
•Q 4 2
•6 4 3 2
•J -1.1) 9 7
•Q2

EAST
'46 7 6
K J 9 5•K 3
•J 108 5

Grace Baptist
The Rev. B.J. Burpoe,
pastor, will speak about
'God Be Our
Assurance" at 10:50
a.m. service and about
"How To Be Abound?"
at 5:30 p.m. service at
the Grace Baptist
Church.
Leland Peeler will
direct the Church Choir
as members sing "My
House s Full" at the
morning. hour. Dwane
Jones will be organist
and Anita Smith will be
pianist.
Sunday School with
James Rose as
superintendent, Regina
Peeler as organist and
Susan Jones as pianist
will be at 9:45 a.m.
---First Presbyterian
"Pilgrims of the
Road" will be the subject of the sermon by the
Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout, pastor, at the
10:45 a.m. service at the
First Presbyterian
Church. His scripture
will be from Matthew
2:9.
Holy Communion will
be distributed this
Sunday.
The Church Choir,
directed by Daniel
Craig with Cynthia.

SOUTH
•A K J 9
•8 4 2
•K 9 7 4 3
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer- South.
The bidding-South
1*
14

West
Pass
_Pass

North
1•
4.4

East
Pass
All pass

Opening lead: Diamond jack
BID WITH THE ACES
South holds
•76
IIKJ95
•K 5 3
•J 10 8 5
North South
1• _ 1 NT
2•
^
ANSWER: Three hearts. A timid pass
assures a part-score, but opposite
many openings, game may well be on.
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO. Box
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225. with self7addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
,

John I.
Dr. Truman Whitfield
will direct the Church
Choir with Joan Cooper
as organist and Tommy
Gaines and Joyce Gordon as pianists.
Assisting will be
Holmes Dunn, Jim Erwin, Steve Gordon,
James Rogers and
Chrles Nesbitt.
Sunday School will be
at 9:45 a.m. and
U.M.T.F. for ages 8
through 18 will ti-e-at 5
p.m.

Copyright 1515

United
Syndicate
. Feature
_

assist.
The Chancel Choir Upon Thee" will be the
The Sanctuary Choir, will sing the anthem, selection to be sung by
directed by Milton "God Is Working His the ChanCel Choir. Paul
Gresham, minister of Purpose- Out," with Shahan will be music
music and youth direc- Margaret, Boone as director with Bea Faxtor, will sing "When I director and Emily roil as organist.
Survey The Wondrous Davis as organist.
Church School will be
Cross" at the morning
Elders serving will be at 9:45 a.m.
Bill Marvin and Howard
hour.
Goshen Methodist
---The congregation of
Mr. Gresham will sing Titaworth. The
Seventh and poplar
the Goshen. United a solo, "Just As I Am Diaconate will be comJohn'Dale, minister,
Methodist Church will Medley," at the evening posed of Don McCord, will speak at the 8:30
hear the pastor, the hour. Margaret Wilkins Ron Cella, M.C. Ellis, and 10:40
services
v. Don Faulkner, will be accompanist.
Mike Holton, Dan and at the &p.m. service
Sunday School will-be McKee'and Fred Wells, at the Seventh and
speak at the 11 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. services. He at 9:40 a.m. and Church
Sunday School will be Poplar Church of Christ.
will be assisted by'Scott Training at 6 p.m.
at 9:30 a.m.
"The State of the
Coleman.
---Church" with scripture
7777
Charles Proffitt will
First Baptist
Westside Baptist
-from Acts 15:3-4 will be
direct the music with
Dr. Greg Earwood,
The Rev. Randolph the morning topic. The
Carla Holkias and pastor, will speak at the Allen will be the guest evening topic will be
Tracy Beach as 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. speaker at the 9 and "Victory In 1985" with
services at the First 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. scripture from I John
accompanists.
Joe Lawrence -will Baptist Church.
services at the Westsidd -5:1-4.
The Rev. G.T. Moody, Baptist Church.
give the children's
Jerry Bolls will direct
devotion.
associate pastor, and
At the 9 a.m. service the song services.
Sunday with Carolyn David Parker, deacon of Tommy Scott, music
4ssisting will be Jerry
Venable as superinten- the week, will assist.
director, will sing a solo. Ati'lley, John Paul Nix,
dent will start at 10 a.m.
Wayne Halley,„, Millie Baker will be Barry Canter, Stan SimThe Administrative minister of music, will pianist and Kathy Ligon mons, Danny Cleaver,
Council will meet at 5:30 direct the Adult Choir as will be organist.
Bob Hargrove, Jack
members sing "If My
p.m. Sunday..
"In A Gentle Kind of Ward, Amos Hill, Tom---People Will Pray" at the Way" will be the selec- my Carraway, Todd
Hazel Baptist
morning hour and tion by the Church Choir Bohannon, B. Steve
The Rev. James T. "Reach Out to
4ukt
, the 10:50 service. Simmons, Leni.th
Garland, pastor, will the evening hour.
Phyllis Archer will sing Rogers, Euin Dick, Max
speak at the 11 a.m. and
Accompanists will be a solo.
Farley, Charles Lamb,
6:30 p.m. Services at the Allene Knight, pianist,
Rudell Parks will sing Jamie Potts, Edgar
and Joan Bowker,- a solo at the 6 p.m. Rowland and Charles
Hazel Baptist Church.
Music will be directed organist.
service.
Haley.
by Bill Forres with
Sunday School will be
Accompanists at the
Bible Classes will
Oneida White as pianist . at 9:30 a.m. Pioneer RA 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. start at 9:50 a.m.
and 'Gwyn Key as Pizza Supper and services will be Susie
organist.
Recreation Committee Scott, pianist, and Patsy
Episcopal
Sunday School with both will be at 5. p.m. 'Neale, organist.
Fr. David • Robinson,
Greg Story as director Church Training, GAs,
Sunday School will be vicar, will conduct Holy
will be at 9:45 a.m. Gary RAs and Acteens will at 10 a.m.
Eucharist services at 8'
Raspberry will direct meet at 6 p.m. The
---and 10:30 a.m. at the St.
Church Training at 5:30 Deacons will lifeet
First Methodist
John's Episcopal
following the evening
p.m.
Dr. Walter E. Church.
Mischke, Jr., minister,
service.
---Assisting will beShanMemorial Baptist
will speak about "God non Christopher, Jef---The Rev. Jim SimFirst Christian
Not Duped By Church fery Sickel, Fred
Dr. David C. Roos, Reputation" with scrip- Mahfoud, Greg intim
mons, interim pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. pastor, will speak about ture from Revelation Claudia Moore, Missy
and 7 p.m. services at "Will We Ever Learn" 3:1-6_at the 10:60 a.m. George, Sherry Gime°,
the Memorial Baptist with scripture from service at the First Pat Harcourt and
Church.
Judges 2:11-15 at the United Methodist Louise Sickel.
•Mason Billington, 10:45 a.m. service at the Church.
Education classes will
deacon of the weak, Nana -Fixstellrotistion Chureh.
'MeEyes°PAH Wait start at 9:IS a.m.
Scribner as organist,
will sing the- anthem,
"All Men Sing Noel."
Church School
Assembly will' begin at
9:30 a.m. in the
sanctuary.

'or L e S . wai.toNtort Sells for Less •Wal-Mart Sells for Less
•Wal-Mar' Sells far Less

•WatildnEt Seus for Less •Wal-Mort
Sells for

IfWal. art Sells for Less •Wal•Mart Sells for Less •Nr
'

UI4SP.L1ID
PEANUT

Wal-Mart
Dry Roast
Peanuts
•16

iii
1.•

*Salted or
unsalted
•Limit 2

Vanish
Automatic
Toilet Bowl
Cleaner

Your Choice
Ralston Purina
Dog Chow
•.0 pounds •25 Pounds
th 5 t'ee pounds
•Lirto 2

NyQuil Nightime
Cold Medicine
•10 oz. 'Reg. 4.38

Special Purchase
Limit 3
NO'SfOrOchocks

Palencia Broadcloth
•

•:1 IE. trvIes wrde
n.ne wash

Kordite Tall Kitchen Bags Spice Time Imported
Spices

Sa,P
Dress and Blouse Prints

'Fits up to 13 gal. can "Large 60 bag siie
•Reg. 394

bialittesterde

.

1.11
1 7Yard

Save 23%
Candy Stripes,-Checks,
Plaids
canon & t
er cotton

Save 2300
Ye Olde calico Prints

from: Onion powder, Parsley
flakes, Chili powder, Bacon bits, Many
more.
No Rciinetweics

4Choose

Od.ge

b•end, •45 inche,
t',mblp 1,,

Save 24%
Molaine Yarn

•

•3 Ply
brushed-acryliC
Yam •1 4 Ounces *The fOok.of
monat' *Many colors- 'Beg i 17

•Machine
1_27 yard ,

Rubbermaid
20 Gal.
Refuse
Container
With Snap
Lock Lid
'Reg, 894

9rYard
Remnants

Singh 2

Golden Flake
Potato Chips
•Reg. 7 oi., Barbecue 61/2
Dip Style 7 oz. •Reg, 96c

OZ.,

or

Yards$1
FOR
Save 21°c
Fiat Lace Trim

Save 37%
Coats and Clark
Embroidery Floss

•Asso,lect widths *Polyester
nylonirayon blends •White
cdeat Inv crafts and apparn
'‘,5 ya'd

-

Writ mort Soils for te‘s • Wol

../11.4.11APT S ADaaaTISE0111011COIANDIgle POLICY—It
,
our .atentic, to law*
every nthenmect
in NOCIt 0111110,81 Cdaa to any untonnyaan mown an iiiver
bawl ban IL no, evadable ter Prettilee .
401"*Airt- wdt+pug Asir, Ceiece fa,,e
quasi tor the awchendee lo be Ourthebed at the seiraono• wronir•e•
a•adonle
at *or• yfott e •fflowirl.-den.fre-6,1nwiritlertretictior ir mice We reader...
The
'cm
Lentahons
.r Ner. Mexrco

Mout S
,
11%

Tiv1
r •Air' Coats Deluxe
b strand embroidery floss •Assorted
coin- •RPq 164 each
-

Hwy. 641 North
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6
Sale Ends Tues., Jan. 8, 1985

for Lost •Wol Mart Sells for Lys. •Wal Mart Sr.11s for Les% •Wol Mort Se
Is for lr'st

•Woi

Mort

FOR

WAL:MART

Soils for loss •Wol mart S, lis for loss •Wol

_

Mart

Spilt for Ins% 'Wu! Mar* Sp!tt for tnts •w,

r._
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BAPTIST

GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday-Sr/fool
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
i0 45 a m
Singing Eve Worship
6 OD pm

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11'00 am
Evening Woratip
110pm
MERRY CORNER
Morning Worship
1100am
Evening Worship
7 03 p m

•

GENERAL
Sunday School
10-50 a in
Morning Worship
11 ao a ni
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
1100am
Evening Services
6 00 p m
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
0.45 a M.
Morning Services
11 10&m
EverUsig &widens
110pm
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wedneaday Serv
4 30 p m
Sunday School
1000am
Worship Service
11 10 am
-94inday-141gM - •
-6 00 0 m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00.a m
Morning Worship
11 OM a m
Evening Worship
6 OD p in
Werinesday Evening
7 00 p
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1110 a m
t 45 p vi
I. •
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship .
II 00 •.m
Evening Worship
0 30 p m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship .
10 45 a m k 7 00 p.m
Church Training
6 CO p in
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 cm
5 45 pm
Evening Worship

• LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9 45 a.m
1045am
Church School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
• 630 am
Worship Service
10 53 am.
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNTIED
•Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
MT CARMEL
Worship Service 1000 ail 2nd Sunday.
II 00 a.m. 4th &May.Sunday School 1003
am 1st. ard-4111 Sunday. 11 am 2nd
Sunday
MT. HEBRON
WorihipService 10-00 A.m. 151 Sunday k
I1:00 3rd Sunday. Sunday Scholl 11:00
am tstSunday_IO00ara.Snd. 3F05
4N Sunday
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10'00 a m
Worship
1100am
RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED a
Worship
9 45• m
.
Sunday School
11 -00 am
..:,-SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
1445•in
Morning Worship
10:45 am
Evening
010p
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
io.oO a m
Morning Worship
11013am
.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
1000 a in
Sunday School
11 -00am
WAYMEN CHAPEL.
ARE CHURCH
Sunday School
10 CO a m
Itornini Servic.g.
11 00 a. m
Paarkr limos 4. Plait

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worshin......
1 30a m
unday School
10 30 a.m
d lk 4111 Sun Night
6'00 p. m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
day School
1000am
ming Worship
wooam
it 3rd Sun Night
7 00 p m
COLDWATER UNITED
orship Service 11 00 1st .2nd Sunday.
0 00a m Ird k 4th Sunday Stool 10 00
m 1st k 2nd Surwiay. 11 00a m SI& 4th
unday
COLE S CAMPGROUND
orship Service
9:03
unday School
.
9 46
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
unday School
lb 00 a m
orstup
1100 am,600pm
FIRST METHODIST
orship
•
8 45 II 10 50• m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
orahm Service
11 06 a m
y School
_ 1000am
GOSHEN METHODIST
urch School
1010 a in
orshlp Service
1100 a m
Evening Ser Wor
4 30 p m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Worship
1000 a m
Sunday School
1100 am
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10 CO• m
Morning Worship
11 00•in
KIRKSEY L'Nrrer)
Sunday School
10 00 a m
MornlnWo
11 00•m
7 00
;In'•

0AK GROVE

Saturday
Sunday

II 00• m
Morning vior'hiF
Evening Worelpp4 6 30 p m
El. kIN
- -MISSIONARY BAPTIST
MISSION
• Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
Worship
Ipm
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Wonthip
11 00 a m
Eve,ung Worship
. 6 30 pm
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 0/• m
Evening Valkship
7 i5 p in

HEATING • AIR CONDITICANG•SHEET

SERVALL

METAL

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

802 CHESTNUT

Termite & Pest Control Co.

753-8181

Pete Clayton - Mgr. •20 Years Experience
753-6433

Chevron

Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station
Mickey Cochran-Owner / Manager
1417 Main
753-2593

RROLIGAT4 LOCATION GALL
RT.I HWY 60 W FAIDuCAH

SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11 00 a in
P ti p III
E‘ening Worship ,
• • SINKING SPRING Morning Worship
11 00a m
7.30
.p.m
Evening Worship
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 00 a m
1110am
Morning Worship
Training Union
6 30 p m
7 30 p m
Evening Worship
7 30'p in
Wed Worship
ST JOHN BAPTIST
CHURCH
Morning Worship
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11 OD a rn
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Evening Worthip
6 40 Pm
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Sunday Evening
6 oopm
We4nesday Evening
7 00 pm
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
10-50110
Evening Worship
6-00 p in
Wed Evening Ser •
7 00 p m

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

• BEDROOM SUITES
• LAY AWAY & FINANCING
• LARGE SHOWROOMS
• LINENS AND ACCESSORIES
• SERVICE DEPT
• WE MOVE BEDS

PIZZA HUTA•Pixze•Peste•Sondwiches
12th & Chestnut. 759-4646

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

753-2411

•

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services
10 45 a ni
50 00 p m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
hurship
10 30•in
Bible School
9 30• m
,
Evening Service
I 00 p m

RANDY THORNTON
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

OWENS CHAPEL

CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a rn,
Morning Worship
1100am
•
ALMO
Evening Worship
6 OD p in
Blble Study
10 001 m
•
NEW CONCORD
Morning Worship
1100am
.
Morning Service
,
10 50 a in
Evening Worship
6 CO p m Evening Worship
6 CO p m
COLDWATER
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
10 50 a m Morning Worship
11.00 am
Evening Worship
6 00 p m Evening Warship
4 00 p in
DEXTER
,
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 5,0 a in Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m Evening Wbrshlp
1100pm
FRIENDSHIP
•
SECOND STREET
'Sunday School._
10 00 am Morning Worship
1045 a m
Morning WoreliliEvening Worihip- COO p in
GREEN PLAIN
SEVENTH k POPLAR
Bible Study
10 00 a.m. Worship Sernce
8 30 a in
Morning Service
10 45 a m • Bible Study
9 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m Worship Service
40 411• m
.Wed Worship
7 30 p m Evening horUnup
6 00 p in
HAZEL CHURCH
Wed Bible Study
7 30 p in
OF CHRIST
WOW
Bible Study
10 00 m
7 00 p in Summer
Mornuig Worship
10 50 a m
UNION GROVE
Evening Worship
600pm Morning Worship
10 Main
Mid-Week Worship
700pm Evening Worship
6.00 p.m
.
uswkRsITy
HICKORY GROVE
First Worship
• 8 30 a m
CHURCH OP`CHRIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10410 a m
Second Worship
.
10 30 a m
Morning Worship
11 ODam
Evening
Worship
600pm
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
WEST MURRAY
KIMSEY CHURCH
Morning Worship
10 501 in
OF CHRIST
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Sunday School
10 00 a m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL--;
Morning Worship
10.50 a in
Bible
Study
10
00 a m
Evening Worship
7 p in
Morning Worship
_
11 00 a m
4Suriday Is Wednesdays.
*en Eve BM* Study
7 OP p m.4
•

CATHOLIC

CHRISTIAN

II al n
alid 6 -so p rri

Worship

HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday Schad
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
11 004rn
'Church trehang
5 10 p m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
Wednesday Evening
- 7 alipm
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 illa m
Worship Service
1100am
Evening Service
S 30 p.m
1GRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Wank*
11.00 1.m.
Evening Worship
7 30 p riO
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
.
BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000am
Preaching
11 00a.m k1100pm
Wednesday Night
7 00 p m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
IS 00 ajn
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st StindaY
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday
2 00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 CO•in
Evening Worship
11 00 p m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Evening Worship
7.00 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE
.Sunday School
10 00• m
Preaching Serv
11 00 a m
Nightly Ser,,ce.
enop m

ciatermoventexv
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1

SOO p.m
9 00 a m

ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses
510 pm Sat
.
8 00 a.m Sunday
11 00 a.m Sunday

Murray Electric,System
401 Olive -753-5312

Beading Medi & Ready Mix Conirete

East Main Street

753-3540

GOLDEN
CORRAL
_Th
u"

JEHOVAH S WITNESS
Watchtower
10 30 a in
Bible Lecture
9 30 a m
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
_
Sat 9 15 a in
Worship
Sat 11 00 a.m

Home Of The
Famous 40 Item Salad Bar
----- 719 South 12th
753-3822

Open All Year
i
tp Fresh Fruits

LUTHERAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Crrurch School
0 30 a m
Worship Service
1045am
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 00 a m.
Worship Service
11 00 a m.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11 00am.
Evening Worship
7 10 pm.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
0 45 a m
Worship Service
It 00a.rn,
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service it 00 a rn k 7 00 p m

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship .
11 00 a m
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Evening Worship
e CO p in
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesda Worst!

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
5300 16th St
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Sacrament Meet
11 loam

ihniAraw.t. LUTHERAN
Sunday School k
Pi Slam
Bible Class
10 00 a m
Worship
_

EPISCOPAL
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Communion
8 COa m
Christian Education
9 15 a m
Holy Oxiummion
10 30

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
• • -SERVICES
Farmer Ave Is 17th St Murray
Sunday
, 1100 am
Sunday School
11 00am:
2nd Wed
7.30 p m
RR 2nd Wed
12 003 clia • rn

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY" CHURCH
Sunday School
9 30 a
Morning Worship
1030 am
NORTFISIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road, Dexter
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
. 11 00 a m.
BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Symsoma Hwy Synisonia
Sunday School
945 a m
Morning Worship
11 00am
Wed 'Evening
7 00 p m

, BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
-10:00 am.
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10.10 a in
Morning Worship
11.
00 a in
Evening Worship
1330pm
Wed Service
7.30 p m
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Almo Heights
Sunday School,
1010 a m
Viorship Service 11 00 a m 57 00 p m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd
Sun Ser
1011 a m 7 00pm
Wed Bible Study
7 00 p m
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
10 00 a m.
Morning Worship
11'10 a m.
Sunday Evening
1 00 p m
Thum Site
7 00 p m
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL Saturday Evening
7 00 pier.
Sunday Morning
10 30 a in.
Sunday Evening
6 00 p m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
18th at Calloway
Church School
10 00 a
Worship
11 00 a in
Sunday Evening
6 30 p in
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHI •14CH N KN. CONCOHI
Sunday School
10 Oti a m
Worship Serv
1100am 600pm
Ned Service
7 00 p in
:AKE TANI/ APIISTI 11.1«"Hl'ECH
Sunday Semi.,
10 Main
in

'Barn

Vegetablds

JCPenney
Byron s Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Fsoryda

(41

1.4)01e..1 Pre.-eription rrijc.

lah• ‘t V4 hi

l'harmackt
•11 t14ht,t Ii
4 -t 733-1171

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
v$
CALLOWAY SERVICE

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE
Home Owned & Operved
Max & Marie Keel

Bel-Air Shopping Center

TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORATING CENTER

753-2706

Compliments of

D L W Auto Supply

Well S. Floor Covering
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Auto !lain! \laIei

512 S. 12th

Mar-Lane Ceramics Cert,t
& Gift Shop

753-4563

Teacher

•Custom Orders

•Suppl•es

Hours: Tues. & Thurs.920 am.to 4p.m.
6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Wed. L Fri. 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT
Specializing In !late Lunches And
All You Con Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky.
437-4871

753 2540

WALEMART
Compliments of

SUPER AMERICA
OPEN

24 HOURS
801 COLDWATER RD. 753-8574

41== a'117.
THE SAVING Pt ACE.

Rt 1. Murroy

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED
'Complete Milling Focilities'
Industrial Rd.••••753-5378

Moose
Lodge #2011

Pittman Wheel
Alignment
408 N.

7536779

4th

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION
DEALERS ONLY • TNIMSDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-0300

County Line Grocery
Groceries & Gasoline
Hwy. 121

6 Days A Week 6-7
489-2533

Joe Todd
Motor Sales
Joe Todd & Lorry Nate
507 S. 12th

753-2814

Jobbers of Shell Oil Preslatts
Serving Calloway, Oravfes and Carlisle Cos/wiles
753.1323

Storey's
Food Giant

641 Super Shell
Open 6:30 e.m.-Cibse 11:00 p.m.
Seethey Open 8:00 e.m.-Clese 10:00 p.m.
Seel* 12th -Phone 753-9131

.4‘k

of (we
40 6010".
1.

Devotional Page Murray-Calloway County
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Racers have two drafted by USFL, O'Cain leaving MSU staff

(AP

.basl

Hall

Rup
with
at

As an indication of a
program on the rise, two

coming to Murray State
In 1981.

tant

State

head

football

the

coach

to

bigger

On the flip side of the
coin,

have

and

all fields

better

gram

lid4man

Dan Coleman and tight

drafted

United

be

has

in Si

pro-

scor
At

helped •

Ohio Valley Conference.

Sports Editor

L
K
No
eon
t;1
Under

by

States

League

Hall
USFL organization

Thursday. and

and

is

reportedly

yet

selected

con-

round,

in

the

No.166

12th

overall,

by . the 'Memphis

be

National

Showboats.

Carolina

next

according

East

season,

to

League

recent

before

reports.

draft

to

Tte

fifth

selected

Arizona

America

Wranglers
•

the

in

'

for

Thursday's

a 6-3, 255-pound

Racers in
in

the

tackles two
a

row,

was

as

the

first

Coleman,

Division

Allteam

1-AA

this

standouts

Murray

strong

safety

was

Love

State
Terry

traded from

the Memphis organiza-

while former Morehead
State star Gary Shirk,

USFL, he would have to

who was an All-Pro tight

to

preseason

-end with the New York

a

member of the Racers'

receiver

the

by

Showboats.

9-2 team this year, is a
6-5, 250-pound

presently

is

employed

Lester
Palo

been

has

Alto,

in

Calif.,

this

week where he is prac-

ment.this criorning, has

skills

ticing with the East All-

not

and

the

and

good

hands.

speed

He

was

Stars

for

Saturday's

offensive

its

unit intact in 1985, except for the loss of-tight
ends Keith Lester and

F4

reserve Kurt Marshall.

Ark

In a statement released by the MSU sports in-

Linty

formation

prov

morning,

Giants,

also

A
sv
b(

year's 9-2

squad and MSU will be
returning

Former

311

season

record was also one of

already on their roster.

with excellent blocking

with

one

Con-

not be reached for com-

signed

scoring

in

tion to Denver this week
Coleman

Lester,

could

in

points

the best ever by a Racer

Valley

decide to sign with the

report

_

who

the

camp on Jan. 18.

player in the fifth round,
No.62 overall.

to

was

second

Should

defen-

end, who led

native

season.

college draft. Coleman,

Ohio

ference

contacted

the

two

record

the

Showboats had or have

corn-

either

Henderson,

Tenn.,

in

to

set a modern-day MSU

(1984). This

Coincidentally,

April

making a

nobody's surprise, was

by

in

league.

Coleman,

selected

Football

mittment

First, the draft:
Dan

offensive

coordinator, the Racers

sidering waiting for the

at

as

corn

Football

coaching

O'Cain's

guidance,

the

Coach Mike O'Cain- will

years

he

will

MSU

offensive powers of the

By JIM RECTOR

end Keith Lester were

sive

the

Can

establish as one of the

Defensive

,round

O'Cain

leaving

things.

both

t
med,
ig1

witl

Covering

assis-

recently received offers

Lester

before

Murray

players and

Coleman

Citadel

The

office

this

O'Cain

the

said,

"It's hard to leave Mur-

min

ray State right now con-

Mee1

sidering the good things

200-

about to

happen

rela3

here.

best

However, this offers me
a chance for a position

Th

at the Division I level

of (

and it's a good move for

Moo]

me at this stage in my

Wyai

career."
East-West

For health
insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.

Nabonie Basketball Assoasbon
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Denson
W 1. Pct.
17 6
Boston
818
Philade ph la
26 6
813
Washington
19 14
576
New Jerse
15 18
465
New York
12 22
353
Central Cavemen
23,
676
17-15
531
to to
SOO
14 19- .434
10 22 .313
7 as .263

Denver
Houston
Dallas
San Anton k,
Utah
Kansas City
LA Lakers
Phoenix
Portland
I, A Clippers

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest °treason
19 13
19 13
15 16
15 18
15 18
11 19
Pacir Division
72 10
18 15
15 18
14 20

5
6
8%
12
14

504 594 AM
34
458 41.1
458
4'a
367 7
688
546
455
412

4% .
7%
9

In

'a

NFI.." Playoffs

National Football
- League
Playoffs At A Glance
WII0 Card Games
Saturday. Dec 22
Seattle 13, I. A Raiders 7
Sundry Du 23
NY Giants 16 L A Rams 13
Conlerence Sesnianals
Saturday. Dec 29
Miami 31 Seattle 10
San Francisco 21, N Y Giants 10
.111C 30
' Sunday.0
Chicago 23 Waahlngton 19
Pittsburgh 24 Denver Il
corearence Cluentionships
Sunday. Jan.6
Pittsburgh at Miami
Chicago at San Francisco
Surer Boni
Sundry. .141Ir 26
At Pain Allo, Call
AFC Champion v• NFC
Champion

Bell Co..64. Leslie Co 56
Bowling Green 73. Logan Co 61
Cawood MI. Red Bird 47
„
Wheelwright 52. Prestonsburg 51
Grosnup Co Cleric
• Coneeletlenlrackst
Rowan Co U. FlUrelew 57
Johnson CIA 51. Estill Co 4$
Marry CAI IRV
First Regard
Bullitt Ctct 89, Oliihain Co- rt
Scott Co OF Carroll Co 43
Masse Ce.
Conselletian Bracket
Pesseattet Co. Mt
PatiVt

be

will

bit-

will

fill

vacated job with in-staff
promotions.

sorry to see Mike go, not
only because we're los-

East Carolina and he'll

ing a good

head

coach

close friend as well. We
appreciate - the Way
Mike

be

Maitl

coach, but

O'Cain,

will

Ill.,Wfflui

Boyc

because we're losing a

The Citadel, Art Baker.
who

Thur

U.S.

Divi-

his

U.S.

1:30.

Said Beamer, "We're

sion I-AA to Division I at

with

Aust

the

tersweet for the former

reunited

n g;

Racers to overcome, but

Clemson quarterback.

up from

Hous

the

has served

MSU

assistant head coach at

and We wish him well in

East Carolina, coached

his new position."

N.Y.,
BEHIND THE SCENES.- Murray State Offensive
Coordinator and Assistant Head Coach Mike O'Cain (third from left) will
be leaving the Racer foot•
ball staff for an assistant coaching job yvith Division
I school, East Carolina.
O'Cain will be serving under a former boss. Art Baker,
who was head coach
of The Citadel when O'Cain was an - assistant there from tWts•so.

Montgomery Co 57 Fleming Co
'
Pikeville Inv
Pikeville V. Dorton ss
Mullins/ 81. Maysville 78
Wenba's Classic
•
First Round
Pulaski Co IT. Wolfe Co 67
Clay Co 48 Wayne Co, 45
Girls
Adair Co 64, Marion'
Co 53 40T
Bardstown Beth 57, Nelson Co 54
Belfry 90, Elkhorn City 38
Betsy Layne 67. Sheldon Clark 54)
Boyle Co M. Lincoln Co Si
&dint Ctrl 411, Bardstown 44
Clark Cr' 44 Estill Co 40
Clay Co 110, Lorhin 33
CmIriane• 40, Trimble Co 87
Oreenup Co MI, Ashland 87 OT

in a 1

this r
set

swan
aga

da

tonigt

would
our

It's ki
NEW YORK (AP) -

dollar

ball League, proud of its
previous record of signng

college

draft

property

UNITED STATES FOOTBALL LEAGUE

officially

of

the

from

the

New
-If the money and the

had

decided

a

month

have the 1982 Heisman

Wilkes, South Carolina;

Walker.

Baltimore:

Fralic, tackle. Pitt. and

Meet

Bruce Smith, defensive

a sec(

Heisman winner in run-

end, Virginia Tech:

it in t

Orlando:
Brown, wide

Baltimore

It signed almost 40 per-

Miami

I

the

also handles Larry Bird,

Philadelphia) Stars.

cent of the players in the

NFL," Flutie admitted.

Jim Plunkett and Carl

"Bj.it there will be -many

Yastrzemski
but antwo other.quarterbacks,
nounced it on Thursday. . Ohio State's Mike TomcFlutie was one of. 13 zak and Colgate's Steve
first -team
All-- Calabria, in
terthe

previous

two

drafts,

now has the head start
getting

down

factors involved.

to

"It's time

business with the Boston

your -college

College

quarterback

after Thursday's draft.
The

sighing

of

the

Flutie by the Generals,
In 'a

major

area,

is

essential
vival
which

of

marketing

considered
for

the

the

sur-

league.

begins its

third

season Feb. 23 with 14

with

to -realize
career

time has come to talk

USFL clubs and one of

draft. -Each

about

five B.C. player4picked

allotted six schools from

by New Jersey.

which to make 25 picks

pro

money

football

and

the

The

Despite

rival

Fbotball
hold

its

with

the

National

League
draft

was

Buffalo Bills,

with the worst record,
No. 1

pressive

in

Flutie hired Boston at-

Hula

torney Bob Woolf as his
agent

following

see what the USFL has

draft.

Doug's

the

father,

Richard, said the family

by

Flutie's

im-

record;

in-

ritorial

phase

of

team

apiece.
the

players

MIAMI, Fla.

again

Birmingham:
Carrl

Gregg

linebacker,

San

Antonio:

Jerry

defensive

back,

HouSton:

Mark
center,

_Take away a seven-minute

stretch in the first half and Murray State's
Lady
Racers might be sitting on,their sixth victory
of
the season today.
Instead, the MSUwomen are 5-5 after falling to
Rhode Island, 78-75, in the second game of the

to lift the-margin back tip-4o---- -Murray had one final surge and pulled -within

two. 77-75;at :05 when Madge Smalley lipped in a
missed Smith shot. After MSU called timeout,

world

pools.

from B.C.'s*Cotton Bowl
winners drafted by New

ducted 15 rounds in the

Jersey was Tony Thur.

open phase of the draft

as

with

U.S. C

season .for

yards

3,454

and

touchdowns, some

27

pro .man, an

scouts have been skepabout

Ail-American

defensive back.

Flutie's

The rundown on other

future chances because

USFL selections of All-

of his size. 5-foot-93
s.

Americans:

Flutie,
NCAA

the

total

leader, is

alltime
offense

expected

to

Los Angeles: Jack Del
Rio,

linebacker,

Southern

California;

The

USFL

wide

also

con-

receiver

As
a

Jerry Rice of Mississip-

by

pi

200-i

Valley

State

going

first - to Birmingham.
All

told,

drafted

the

USFL

572 .players

in

U

relay
event
team

hofti the open and ter-

of

ritorial draft.

Kathy

SE

Lauc

Hoop gaines
postponed

Mich(
Alexa
Paige
Laud,
event
1:43.5

the Rams successfully got the ball in-bounds and

. and Calloway County

world

Washington converted the frorit end of a oneplus-bonus free throw for the final Margin of

High Wive postponed

hell

victory.
Washington, a 5-10 forward, is the second Ali-

-all basketball games

Peter

for the remainder of

Club.

the week._

American MSU has played in the last two games.

elassic

spree

pools,

cluding 233 of 386 passes

MSU Coach Bud Childers was concerned about
Women's Court Classic in Miami.
the loss, mostly because of .the Lady Racers'
The loss was Murray's fifth in the last six
inconsistency.
*
games a-nd the second in the Court
tour-"We canl'afford to haVe lapses like we didin
nament. Tonight the Lady Racers play host
- the first half against a_quality Division I oppo.. --Miami at 6:30 p.m.
nent like Rhode Island. You can't do that against
In Thursday's game. Rhode Island (6-61
wasthem or any other team on the Division I level
led
by
All-American forward "Michelle
and expect to win. But on the other hand, again
Washington who scored 29 points.anci led both
-we showed we have vie ability to play well at
teams with 14 rebounds as well.
- ,•
times." Childers said.
- Washington helped ignite the seven-minute
"We were down by nine points with a minute to
streak in the first half which turned the
game
play and could not -hare run our two-minute ofaround in favor of Rhode Island. At l01--the
fense any beiter.7 be added.
.
•
Lady Racers were ahead, 21-20.
Murray's next opponent, Miami, has-won four
But MSU went without a field goal until
3:29
in a-row, including a victory over St. Joseph's. a
and during that stretch Rhosie Island fashioned
a
team ranked in the Top 20 of the nation.
.
40-26 lead. Murray cut that lead to 46-35 by interWednesday the Lady Racers open their Ohio
mission and made a pair of second-half runs
that
Valley
Conferenee- season
by
playing
in
saw MSU come back within striking distance,
Clarksville. Tenn., against Austin Peay.
but fall short- both times.
. Shawna Smith's jumper from the top of the
key
pulled Murray to within one. 60-59, with .11...-57 to
play. But the Rams reeled off another scoring

Work

only 1

Nebraska.

Both Murray High
.

Sum'

set

Texas;
.

for tr
their

Auburn;

Gray,

the 16
featu
bloc

end, Notre Dame;

Traynowicz,

Among

were
Lomas

and Mark Bavaro, tight

the
was

Washington leads Rhode Island, with 29
as Rams beat MSU Lady Racers, 78-75
Special to the Ledger &Times

TWI
receiver,

(Fla.),

this

tical

Bowl, has said he will

to offer.

will

April 30-

pick.

the

whole

works."

2-14, having the

for

...

chosen

Eddie

Brown, tackle, Florida,

The Generals drafted

Americans

last year.'

Honolulu

(formerly

finally behind you. The

teams - four less than

who

is

1

1.32.5

The

current property of the

sign

Bill

The
had

USFL also has the 1983

ago to hire Woolf, who

would

South

Carolina,and guard Del

situation were the same,

The USFL, which says

U.S.A

SeawFT.ght,

ning back Mike Rozier.

Jersey Generals,

James

Generals, who already

Herschel

Heisman Trophy winner
Flutie,

deal

ing fc

linebukker

winner in running back

choices, is zeroing in on

Doug

multimillion-

receive a

The United States Foot-

Flutie,
Mary's. Calif 76-53. Thursday. ak,
Alabama-Birmlngharn. Saturday.
No. 11. Kansas 1 2 lost to Kentucky 92-89. beat Texas Southern,
76-74, OT Thursday. at Wichita
State. Saturday.
No 12. Indiana i 9.2
beat
Michigan 87-82; at Michigan Stale,
Saturday
No 13, Oklahoma 48.34_vs.. Nor•
theast Loublana. Saturday
No 14. Louisiana State 8-li beat
Georgia 79-74, at Misalasipp1 State.
Saturday
No 16. Washington 19-3i.. beat
Lamar 64-68. beat Stanford 7.8-89.
Thursday, vs Oregon State,
Saturday
No IS. Michigan 8-2,1
lost to Indiana 87.62. at Miami. Ohio.
Saturday
No 17. North Carolina State 47-31
lost to Maryland 58-56, at Reittuckz. Saturday
sr 18, Louisiana Tech (10-14 vs..
Northwest Louisiana, Saturday
No. 19, Maryland (11-24- beat
North Carolina State 58-55. at
Dayton, Saturday
No 20, Virginia Commonwealth
8-1, at Jacksonville. Saturday

Mora

again

v

Fordharn 67. Long Beach St 55
Hawail-Hllo 103. Alaska.
Fairbanks 84
Idaho St 89. U S International 59
Montana 72. E Washington 59
New Mexico St 70. Fullerton St
es
• Oregon St 59. UCLA 49
Peppe,drie 82, Ni Arizona 65
San Diego 77. Concordia, Neb 51
San Diego St 80, Wyoming 57.
San Jose St 93, Cal-Irvine 71
So California 63, Oregon 59
Utah 68, New Mexico 63
Waahingtoo 78. Stanford 89
Washington St 86. California ei

47

for

MSU Head Coach Frank

former

High ShooI Basketball
Kentucky PM;itaiket a,
Thsolday's Gimes
Sc,'
Bardstown Beth 67, McLean Co

easy

Beamer

be

412

O'Cain

Murray

in

Al( Birmingham 49
INis •Parkside 45
Alcorn St AA 111 -Chicago 71
Centenary 68 NV, Louisiana 67
Top 39 Fared
Citadel 93 Krskine 81
How the Associated Press Top 20
E .Carolina 75 Boston 1; 62
college basketball teams fared this
Georgia Tech 03 Md -E Shore 40 week
- Ivistivnalle 72 Santa Cfarb 67
No 1. Georgetown ,12-0/ beat
McNeesse' St -64. -St Thomas. Seto Hall 71.56. vs Boston ColT,Clil, VI
.lege. Saturday
!dississippi-64 04--Alsbama 67
No 2. Duke 9-01 at Virginia.
N C Charlotte 100 Methodist 57
Saturday
N Carolina .85. Stetsoss71
No. 3, Memphis State 49-01 beat
- 3 Carbitna 75 Viofford AM
Delta State 73-61. at South
- S Florida AO. BrooklyfrColl. 66
Carolina, Saturday
. SW Texas si- M.GrimblIng 33 - No. 4. SI John's (9-1 / beat Con.
WeiSber 115 Berkshire Christian
nectkut 57-51. vs Seton
_51Saturday_
MIDWEST
No 5. Syracuse (8-1 lost to
DePtigl 711 St Mary's, Calif 53
Villanova 82-70
EvansvIlle 60 Nebraska 73
No 6, Illinois 11l.3, lost to MinIllinois St 66 Drake 56
nesota 80-58. Thursday. at Iowa.
Iowa 75, Purdue 63
Saturday
Iowa St 114. Morgan St'87
No 7 Southern Metbodist 10-1
Kansas 78, Texak Southerti74. OT beat Rice 96-67. vs Arkansas,
Michigan St 112 Ohio St .79
Saturday
--41. Allruiesota GO. Illinois 58
No 8 Georgia Tech 410-1) beat
N. Michigan 104. Oakland, Mich
Maryjand.Eastern Shore 93-40.
89
Thursday. at Wake Forest,
-70.hio I: 73. Miami, Ohio 62 .Saturday
St..Louls-fal. SW Missouri 56
No 9. North Carolina (9-1 bat
Stetson 86-71. Thursday, at Florida ,
State. Saturday
No 10. DePiud 11-2 I beat St

Mike

be

of

O'Cain, the move from

moving

College Basketball Results
Collage pasketbail
SOUTHWEST
.
Thursday's Scares
Ark -Little Rock 80. Georgia St.
EAST
79
Duquesne 58 Massachusetts 53
Houston 83. Texas Christian 73
C1eorge Wash:ngton 71
V/
NE Oklahoma 86 Oklahoma Bap,
Virginia 137
list 86
Harvard SO. Salem-St 59
, Oklahoma St. 66. Arkansas St 56
. Iona 103. LaSalle '73
•
--. ..
Oral Roberta
Kansas St 71 Loyola--Mtl -74. FaIrleigh Dickin.
Texas-Arlington 67. Hardin Sunmons 63
Manhattan 74 Brown 64
Tulsa 90, Indiana St 71
Marin 63 St Francis. N Y 46
•
FAR WEST
Northeastern . "
Inc 71
Brigham Young 62, Texas.E1
Rutgers 74. Rh
sland 68
Paso 60
Temple 77, St.
ph s 45
--Citadel 93. Erskine si
-. .T.A.3.1c-a..73:Vetmont ea
Colorado St. 116. Hawaii 68
- -Yali 59 Holy Cross 36

case of
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On one hand he will be

Like a woo
neighbOr
State Farm IS there

14 20
10 21
Thursday's Gairos
Milwaukee 111, L.A. Clipper* 87
Cleveland 100, Washington 93
San Antonio 116. Dallas 115
Indiana 112, Golden State 96
Portland 136, Seattle 89
Friday's Games
New York at Boston
Phoenix at New Jersey
Atlanta at Detroit
Milwaukee at Chicago
L.A Clippers at Kansas City
Denver at Utah
Portland at L A Lakers
Saturday's Games
Chicago at New York
Detroit at Washington
New Jersey at Atlanta
Phoenix at Cleveland
Kansas City at Dallas
Philadelphia at Milwaukee
L.A Clippers at Denver
Indiana at Seatde
Houston at Goldeti State
Sunday's Garble
Houston at Utah
San Antonio at L A Laker'
Indiana at Portland

loss

won't

Pers nal Health insuran
the %tali Isrm

Seattle
Golden State
GB
•
8
12
15%
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2,3 6 3,
6 102 2d4.1a
rIng 7 A43A ."?ifs
111 ISIC r fr73
'Rebounds - 39 Mullins* 10 Turnovers n Assists 20, Mader 5 , 111544558. 1.1111.A2)D
I 2 15- Quartmeyer 11)02 MeV( I 1 0 2. ltathsaay 5.11 4611. Grief Ion 1 3 1 1 4 NYfn 12 00 III Hudson 1 2 0-02 Totals 71 13 17 7*
Rehesin44 -.35 WisTiTaliiiilf Tiinithrefs fe Assist* i
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Walker's exploits have UK flying, but NC State no pushover
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — No, Kentucky
,basketball coach Joe B.
Hall didn't rush over to
Rupp Arena this week
with a screwdriver. He
t might have been tempted, though, especially
with No. 17 North
Carolina State cortyng
In Saturday.
After Kenny Walker
scored 36 points to lead
Kentucky to an upset of
No. 11 Kansas in
Louisville's Freedom
Hall, the junior forward
commented that the

Arkansas
swimmers
beat USA
FAYETTEVILLE,
Ark. (AP) — The
University of Arkansas
proved a worthy host in
the United States Swimming International
Meet whOn its men's
200-meter freestyle
relay team set a world
best on the opening day.
The Arkansas squad
of Chris Cantwell of
Moore, Okla., Norman
Wyatt of Fort Collins,
Colo., Larry Craft of
Houston and James Pringle of Sydney,
Australia, edged the
U.S. team with a time of
1:30.85 in the finals
Thursday night. The
U.S. team of Tom
Williams of St. Charles,
L11., Coy Cobb of
Maitland, Fla., Doug
Boyd of Scarsdale,
N.Y., and Matt Biondi of
Moraga, Calif., turned
in a 1:3_1.06.
-"We broke the record
this morning and were
set on breaking it
again," Pringle, who
.swam
close race
aga
B nit on the
or le , said Thursda
"W
knew that
tonight th U.S.A. team
would give us a run for
our money. Actually,
it's kind of embarrassing for us to beat the
U.S.A. team.-

rims there seemed
softer than l.n the
Wildcats' usual arena.
Because of that,
Walker said, the ball
seems to bounce off,
rather than rolling
around and in. The best
he's done at Rupp this
year is the 24 pointshe
scored against Auburn
Wednesday night.
"We're going over
and change them," Hall
joked Thursday. "No,
actually they're different brands."
The rims at Freedom
Hall have bigger bases.
Hall said, "and I think
that just makes them
easier to see."
Walker might like the
change, after scoring 32
and 38 points in Kentucky's two games at

Louisville this season.*
"It will be our top recruits in the nation
Just as Kentucky got toughest game to this last year, after he was
its season on track, win- time," Hall said. "They charged with burglarizning four straight to are a fine ballclub with ing another athlete's
reach 5-4, a nationally all the ingredients that room and ,stealing a
televised date with the will give us trouble: stereo.
17th-rated Wolfpack they're big inside,
Senior Lorenzo
looms. State is 7-3 and they're physical and Charles is the Wolfpack
comes to town off con-.-they're a veteran star, averaging 18
secutive losses to St. baliclub."
points and 6.8 rebounds
John's and Maryland.
They're also a club per game.
This is the third of six that has lost 6-foot-10
Walker is up to 21.1
games Kentucky will freshman Chris points and 10.2 reWashhorn one of the bounds, and some
play in a 12-day span.

Just
moved in?
I can help
you out.
Don't worry and wonder about learning
your way around town. Or what to see and
do. Or whom to.ask.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
I'll simplify the business of getting settled.'
Help you begin to enjoy your new town
. . . good shopping, local attractions,
community opportunities. And my basket
is full of useful gifts to please your family.
Take a break from unpacking and call
me.

(147thinAirsok
Kathryn Ohtland 753-3079
• Hostess
"

Ingeborg King
'Asst
492-8348

"Last year, he played
more of a subordinate
role, and we wondered
what happened to his_rebounding," Hall said.
"It's taken him a little
while this year, to find
out his place."
But he's not the only
one. Everyone on -the
team is learning yet how
they can fit in, Hall said.
Winston Bennett, who

qad been averaging only
7.7 points per game,
broke out for 12 against
Auburn, hitting all four
free-throws, and played
the biggest role in containing Tiger star Chuck
Person, who was almost
11 below his average
with 14 points Wednesday night
Point guard Roger
Harden, meanwhile,
"has become the offensive leader of our ball

club, without question,"
Hall said, noting that
the Junior from
Valparaiso, Ind., had
eight assists and only
one turnover against
Auburn.
team has to be
tough and physical and
aggressive," the coach
said, praising his team's
hustle. t"We've lacked
size and experience, so
we've got to rely on
something else."
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NEW BUSINESS

Start Bringing Your Items To The First
And Only Consignment Sales Store in
Murray. Bring Quality Items &
Receive High Prices. We Sell Anything
& Everything. Come By & Bring Your
Appliances, Clothes, Stereos, Luggage...Etc. Or Call 759.4194

C & J Consignment Soles
1413 Olive Blvd. Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 759-4194
•
Open ,10-7 6 Days A Week
Owned & Operated By Cary Brandon & Jan Vance

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see, these •carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th
they have to dig down into their own pockeU to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their pay
checks.
Collection lime can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So.. paying by mail-is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

M.

••

& Times
•

We want you tom
KnOITYOUr

The Arkansas squad
had the world best of
1.32.56 coming into the
Meet and lopped nearly
a second and a half off of
it in the preliminaries.

te
r,

:ICH he our toughest game
to this time ... they're big.
they're physical and
they're a veteran ballclub.•
Joe B. Hall

special plays designed
for the Louisville game,
are now a regular part
of the Kentucky offense.
"He might go down as
Mr. Hustle of the year,"
Hall said, still relishing
the 6-8forward's performances. "Kenny is that
type of young man. Nowhe's beginning to find
his role on the team.

Two other world bests
were set Thursday at
the 16-team meet, which
features Communist
bloc nations competing
against other countries
for the first time since
their boycott of the 1984
Summer 'Olympics.
World bests are marks
set in short-course
pools, as opposed to
world records which can
only be set in 50-meter
pools.

a,
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k,

r,

A world best, as well
as an American and
U.S. Open mark, was set
by the U.S. women's
200-meter freestyle
relay team in the first
event of the finals. The
team of Jenna Johnson
of Sant Rosa, Calif.;
Kathy Coffin of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.:
Michelle Griglione of
Alexandria, -- Va., and
Paige Zemina ot Fort
Lauderdale won the
event in a time of
1:43.50. The previous
world best was 1:53.45,
held by the S.
Petersburg, Fla., Swim
Club.
The German
Democratic Republic's
Dirk Richter set a world
best in the 100-meter
backstroke with a time
of 54.34.

Try New Ken
And taste how good chicken nuggets can bel
If you like those other chicken nuggets, _
you're in for a great-tasting surprise.
New KentuckOluggets• give you full .
juicy flavor in a crisp golden nugget.
Because they're made with the Colonel's
Secret Blend Df 11 herbs and spices..
So you get that delicious, one-of-a-kind
taste that only Kentucky Fried Chicken, the

NBA honors
Bird for pla),
in December
NEW YORK (AP) —
Larry Bird, the Boston
Celtics' brilliant allaround forward, was
napjavt- the National
Basketball Association's Player of the
.Month for December.
The 6-foot-9 Bird
averaged 26.1 points,
10.9 rebounds and 6.8
assists per game as the
Celtics' tioated a 13-5
record to finish 1984
with a -26-6 mark, the
best in the NBA.

chicken experts, can give you. • _
And since they come in boxes of 6, 9
and 20, they're perfect- for lunch, snacks and
dinner. And they're great for parties, too. Enjoy them with our four tasty sauces. Or just
by themselves. They're'that good!
Try *new Kentucky Nuggets.' Until- you
do, you just don't "Know Your NUggets.-

entucky Fried Chicken-.
1113 Sycamore
Murray, Ky. 75317101

602 S. 6th Street
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6443
Jack Marshall, Franchisee
1
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Siberian crane beats
odds, whoops it up

.—

Eric
_ Benson harvested this 85 lb. doe.

•

• Rick Norsvcrirtkc'ha-fi'ested_lthis eight point .110 lb. deer.
CP
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..WASHINGTON AP
Chap( it up to congressional influence or old college ties, but Defense
Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger has granted
1,500 goats on San Clemente Island a new — perhaps only temporary
lease on life.
• Until Weinberger' intervened' Thursday, a
civilian huntet hired by the Navy- was to have
boarded a helicopter today to begin a shotgun
slaughter of the andalusian goats on the small
California island..
But following appeals to Weinberger by Rep.
.Bobbi Fiedler and author Cleveland Amory,
president of the Fund for Animals, the Pentagon,
chief _delayed the goat kill until MarchJo give the
Fund a,chance to rescue the animals, which the

5

a Shores on Kentucky Lake

DON Allcal/RI

GRAYSON NkCIURI

1 2 Miles From Murray On 94E.
1/
Telephone 502-753-6116
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Sporting Goods
Winchester
753-0703 ,
gn,21 Shot Gun Shells
Sports
Center Fire

3 *la1'
'pec
ists

&

808 Chestnut St.

Arms, Ammo, Archery,
Fishing, Hunting,
Camping Supplies
Uncle Jeff's.. —
Shopping Center Cedric,
- 9-9 Mon.-sot. 'Jo, Eric
and
• 1-6 Sun.
Hwy. 641$. lone Benson

Navy says are threatening habitat needed by endaneered flora and fauna.
"He's given them a stay of execution,"'Ms.
Fiedler, R-Calif., Said of Weinberger's order.
issued Only hours after a- vice admiral told her
and Amory that the hunt would take place on
schedule.
Ms. Fiedler Said that after the rejection of
their pleas for clemency-for the goats, she took
the case directly to Weinberger on the theory
that "persistence pays off. The worst anybody
can tell you is.'no.
Amory'sties with Weinberger go back to_the
time when they worked' on the same campiZ
newspaper.

so
so
so
so

Uncle Jeff's

HUNTING SAFETY COURSE
Nov. 20-25 Duck
Dec. 08-Jon. 20 Duck
Nor. 20 Thru
Jan. 20 Goose
Cross Bow/Deer/
Nov. 17-Nov. 26

MEM

Congress grants island goats a reprieve

so

am
Holiday Travel,In
Panoram
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WASHINGTON (AP)
Both males fertilized
— Wolf, a rare Siberian the eggs of Hirakawa„
a
crane who beat the odds middle-aged female
by living to age 75, is from Japan, and
whooping it unto at a Vladimira, who arrived
wildlife preservel where as an egg herself from
keepers say he may the Soviet Union in 1977.
have become a father.
To avoid another
Although the ruults tragic death, the male
of blood tests will MI far' and female birds were
sure whether he is a separated by chicken
father, "Wolf can take wire so they could see
pride in the fact that he one. another and do the
is one of the oldest elaborate mating
animals on record to dances cranes perform,
have bred in captivity," but breeding was perthe Wbrld Wildlife Fund formed by artificial
said in a statement insemination.
issued last week at its
This year Vladimira
Washington' has produced one chick
headquarters.
and Hirakawa four. •
Cranes living' in the
"We have a pretty
wild usually die when good idea that Wolf is
they are 25 or 30 years the father of at least one
old, but they can live of Hirakawa's chicks,
longer in Captivity if though we can't be sure
they are well led and until we get the result of
protected from danger, some blood tests in the
said Joan Fordham, ad- spring," Mrs. Fordham
ministrator of the Inter- said.
national Crane FoundaSiberian cranes stand
tion's preserve near five feet high, have
Baraboo, Wis.
white bodies, black wing
Wolf, who spent his tips and red faces. They
early years in a zoo in are not as rare as their
Basel, Switzerland, cousins the whooping
came to Baraboo from a cranes, whose numbers
bird park in West Ger- have dwindled to about "
many in 1979. Attempts 170.
to get him to breed in
Fewer than 900 of the
,-America Wuhan elderly Siberian cranes are left
bird naingd---laiwilis -- tn the the wild but they
.were-not just -a -failure; too are in serious
they were deadly. Wolf danger of extinction..
killed her.
Mrs. Fordham said..
In 19,83, however,
They breed naturally
another male. named on the Siberian tundra
Tilliman was brought and. most of them spend
from Germany and "for the winter in China,
some reason his where a projected dam
presence rekindled in on the Yangtze River
Wolf the fire which had might flood much of theeluded him in his court- shallow wetland they
ship of Phyllis," the need. They also have
statement said.
been heavily hunted.

Larry Rogers harvested this eight point, 130 lb. deer.

Brad Howitrin hart ested this eight point. 110 lb. deer.
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FISH MARKET
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
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•Turn off 94£ at Duncon's Market,
732, go 61/2 miles.
On
•Open-7 Days A Week
•Owner—Rex Donelson
•436-5834
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We Install Automotive Glass
so and Have a Complete
so
so Automotive Machine Shop!
We Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses. 753-4563 512 S. 12th
IL(

Pittman
Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service

410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779
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- On Beatitiful Kentucky Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
'Bass Hawk Boats
"Authorized Evinrude
Soles & Service

*).C. Pontoons

EvsnRuot
SAL f
Sf RVICE

EVEC.E.E.EVEVE".E.E.

Kenlake Marina

nt•44,

Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
RI 1 Heain(502)474-2215 or 474-sz ,Ext I

PROFESSIONAL
TAXIDERMISTS
OF LC,. SVII Li

Pick Up Station:
Sports Specialists
1106 Chestnut
Murray, K y 5.3-0703-
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Bover's
Tree Service

*

41 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business"

753-0338
Topping, Deadwooding, Nedg
Trimming, Complete Removal,
Pesticide Treatment, Surgery,
Seasoned Firewood.
- 'felt)
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Contemporary Religious Thought

Man who is a friend of God is also a friend of mankind

By James H.Cain,
Pastor of the
Lake-Land
Apostolic Church
Proverbs 19:24: "A
man that hath friends
must show himself
friendly": When the
wise man Solomon penned this -great truth, it
not only applied then but
now. Perhaps one of the

best examples of a thew 25:40 speaking of
friendly and hospitable those who were hungry,
person is the widely thirsty, naked and sick,
known and much spoken "In as much as ye have
of Ab*ham. James 2:23 done it unto one of the
says Of him, Abraham least of these my
believed God — He was brethren; ye have done
called the friend of God. it unto me".
It is a basic truth that
Man was not made or
a man that is a friend of distined to live as a
God, will be a friend of ,recluse or a hermit. In
man. Jesus said in Mat- Ephesians 3:14-15 we

read of a name — Jesus
— that the whole family
in heaven and in earth is
named. All men
everywhere are social
creatures. We are
meant to socialize — to
move about and make
friends.
To be more specific
about Abraham's
generosity and graceful
personality, Genesis
Chapter 18 tells us of his
being visited by three
men and immediately
he welcomed them and
began to prepare food
for them. It was because
of this beautiful spirit
that he had the respect

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

a

FOR SATURDAY,JANUARY 5, 1985
What kind of day will tomorrow be?
To find out'what the stars say, read SCORPIO
( Oct.23to Nov.21
the forecast given for your birth sign.
You're right to have doubts about
ARIES
an investment scheme. Be sure to
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
keep abreast of what's happening in
Don't think yourself into a quanthe world of entertainment.
dary. Relaxing pursuits at home are SAGIT
rARRJS
accented. Others offer help with your (Nov.
22 to Dec.21)
career interests.
You'll be making long-range plans
TAURUS •
today that affect overall security.
( Apr. 20 to May 20
Take a close tie's words more seriousCurb early morning . spending.
ly. Be attentive.
Visits with friends are most rewarCAPRICORN
ding. Son.leone'§ thoughtfulness
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
touches you. Charm is your ally.
You'll try again later, but
GEMINI
sometimes it's best to take a break
( May 21 to June 20)
from a project that's not going well.
Early morning doldrums beset you, Pleasu
re comes through romance.
but you're back on track With enAQUARIUS
couragement from others about your (Jan. to
20 Feb.18)
_
career potential.
If a friend can't make up his mind
CANCER
about a date, you may decide to con, --(June 21 toJuly 22)
centrate on a job_ project instead..
Once you -come out of your shell,
Money improves now.
you'll be delighted with today's
PISCES
chances in the areas of romance, hob( Feb. 19to Mar.29)
mew
bies and recreation.
Despite minor disruptions at home,
LEO
you'll have a splendid day socially.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
It's one of those times when-you really
Superficial types bore you now. You
can get fun out of life!
may shut off. the world to enjoy a
special one-to-one relationship with a
YOU BORN TODAY are more
romantic interest.
adventurous than the typical member
VIRGO
of your sign. You always have your
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22 I
Sit
eye out for the main chance, but must
Instead of mixing business ` and
avoid a tendency to be opportunistic.
pleasure, take advantage of today's
With the development of social conopportunities for rewarding friendsciousness, you'd do well in politics
ship and romance.
and government service. Do not let a
tj.IBRA_
desire to be liked by others make a
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 I
Z;t
conformist out of you. You have much
You'll make • important contacts
`Ciriginality, which will be the ultimate
that will benefit you careerWise. A. key to your suecess Engine
.
e
relative is most helpful. Do more
law, brokerage, the theater lind
planning about a trip.
literature are other likely livelihoods.
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things. Ministers who do
not attend meetings and
fellowship with other
Godly ministers, often
veer away from the
truth and usually
develop strange doctrinal ideas." Sometimes
they even go astray and
_completely lose out with
God.
Likewise,. saints who
do not develop good
bonds of fellowship with
other dedicated Chris-Hans usually end up
dropping out of church7
The secret is: Be a
friend to God first, then
you will be a friend to
man and have friends.
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is not only important to manifest the same spirit
make friends but to that Abraham and
keep them. David, II David had.
Samuel 24:18-25, was ofWe- all need friends!
fered an oxen for a When Go`d created
sacrifice to the Lord at Adam he said, (Oep.
no charge but David 2:18) "It is not good that
said (V. 24) "Nay, but I the man should be
will surely buy it of alone". It is a normal
these at a price: neither human instinct to desire
wilt I offer burnt offer- companionship and
ings unto the Lord my fellowship. A person
God of that which doeth who spends too much
cost me nothing."
time alone usually
develops peculiarities,
Since Jesus was of the that seems
a little odd,
house and lineage of have strang
e notions
David, and we are the and
may even become
children of Abraham eccentric.
through faith in Christ,
The same principle
,we should try to applies in
spiritual
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and love of a host of
friends.
This filen:411p was
very evident in Genesis
23 as Sarah, Abraham's
beloved wife had died
and needing a place for
burial the children of
Heth (Vs. 5-8) recognized "Thou art a mighty
prince among us": and
offered to give him his
choice of .sepulchres
even as a gift (V. 11).
However, a careful
reading of the next few
verses will show us the
principals of Abraham's
life.
He insisted on paying
the worth of the land. It
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Boss Thinks Wary Woman Is
As Nutty as His Fruitcake
DEAR ABBY: You be the judge:' recommendation, 1 would
Last night about 7 p.m. I was schedule all my patient have to
s between
relaxing in my tub when my doorbell the hours of 3 p.m. and
5 p.m daily.
rang. I wasn't expecting anybody, Obviously; this is impossi
ble."
but I got out of the tub, wrapped a
Abby, that dentist missed the
towel around me and peeked out my obvious solution. Where
is
front window to see who it was. I in concrete that 5 p.m. it written
is quitting
saw a kid abOut 18 or 19 years old, time? A dentist whose
holding a box. I assumed he was limited to children shouldpractice is
make his
selling something, so I said nothing office hours betwee
n 3 p.m. and 9
and went back to my tub because I p.m. plus all day
Saturd
was not about to open my door to a way, no school is missed ay. That
and everstranger.
yone is happy. Simple, no?
The next morning my boss called
—BILL McC. IN LEXINGTON
me in and said, "Yesterday I asked
you if you were going to be home
DEAR BILL: Simple, yes.
that evening and you said yes, so
• *•
how come you weren't home?" I told
him I was home.Then he told me he
had sent his son to my house with a' DEAR ABBY: First one grand
ma
fruitcake his.wife had Made for a says, "Marriage is the price a man
Christmas gift, but nobody answered pays for sex, and sex is the price a
the door.
woman pays for marriage."
I told him the truth—that I was
Then another grandma says,"Men
home, my doorbell rang and I saw a give love in order to get sex, and
kid on my porch but didn't want to women-give sex in order to get
open my door to a stranger.
love—and marriage has nothing to
He said his son drove clear across do with it."
town for nothing; then he called me 'My lover and I cannot marry
a "paranoid dummy." He really hurt because we are boa) men. Our
relationship is not based on the
my feelings, Abby.
Was I wrong to do what I did? Or barter system. We're together be-,
was my boss wrong for chewing me cause we love each other, and sex is
out? No name or town, please. I need a natural expression of that love—
not a demand or a payment.
this job.
Are heterosexuals missing someBEING CAREFUL
thing?
GLAD I'M GAY
DEAR CAREFUL: Orchids to
you for being careful, and a
GLAD: Not all heterowilted weed to your boss for
chewing you out. He should have sexuals are missing something.
told you that his son wotild be Nor are all homosexuals todelivering a gift to you about 7 gether because they love each
p.m. Nobody should open his or other. All generalizations are
flawed. Including this one.
her door to a stranger.
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(Do you hate to write letters
because you don't know what to
say? Thank-you notes.sympathy
DEAR ABBY: A further word letters, congratulations,
how to
about taking children out of school decline and accept invita
for dental appointments: You recom- and how to write an intere tions
sting
_,„ mended against it, and I agree letter are included in
Abby's
wholeheartedly. (Teachers can't bookIet,'“ntow to Write
Letters
teach absent students any more for All Occasions." Send
your
than dentists can treat absent name and address clearl
y printed
patients..)
with a check or money order for
Then "Frustrated Dentist" _said: _....$2.50 (this include,- postage)
to
int a Pedodontist,a7nd My prac- Dear Abby, Letter Bookle
t,
tice is totally limited to children and Box 38923, Hollywood. P.O.
Calif.
adolescents. If I were to follow your 90038.1
••• -
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Higher unemployment rates were reported in 50 Kentucky counties during November when compared to October, according to the Cabinet for Human
Resources.
Lower rates were reported in 58 counties and
three counties were unchanged from the
previous month.
The figures released Thursday provided
details of Kentucky's unemployment picture. in
November. In late December, the cabinet
reported a statewide unemployment rate of 8:9
percent for,- November. which was unchanged
from October.
For the second month in a- mi., Bourbon County had the lowest rate in the state during
November of 21!9 percent. Other central Kentucky counties also had among the lowest rates
M the state, including Scott County, 3.1 percent;
Woodford- County, 3.3 percent; and Fayette
County,, 3.7 percent*
Eastern _Kentucky counties continued their
high unemployment. Letcher County had the
highest rate in the state with 30.5 percent. State
labor market anaiyst Ed Blackwell said the
unusually high rate was due to layoffs in the coal
industry.
Other counties reporting unemployment rates
,above 20 percent were Menifee County, 25.6 percent..and-Clinton County. 24 percent.
————
LOUISVILLE. Ky. ( AP ) — Fire struck an
apartment building near downtown Louisville.
killing one man.
Maj. Pete Wright. fire department spokesman.
said the body of Fred Smith, 55, was discovered
in his living room Wednesday evening.
Two other men escaped injury in the blaze.
————
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ,( AP ) —
30-year-old
‘A orker was electrocuted while attempting to
hook a crane bbOrn to a load of metal decking.
Jeffekson County police spokesman Bob Yates
said the. crane's cable apparently came in contact with a- 7,200-volt power line,'killinglitichaei
Westerfield. He died Thursday at Humana
s
Hospital University. .
He worked for Artisan InClustrial,.Metals,
„ which was installing the decking on an addition
to .a Kroger store at .the time of the accident,
Yates said.
————
• GREENUP. - Ky. AP — Greenup Circuit
Judge James Lyon set April 15 for .the second
murder trial of .Siichael _Nickel.and- rejected- a-defense motion that his bOnd be reduced frorrA
$100.000 to 225.000.
Nickel, 30, and Charles ':Chuck" Darnell, both
of the South Shore area, were convicted of
murder and two counts of first-degree robbery in .
the June 1976 shooting death of Hattie'Darnell
and the shooting of her husband, George Darnell,
0.t their home, 10 miles from South Shore.
Following a four-day trial, former Circuit
Judge Oscar Sammons sentenced the two men to
life plus 40 years.
Four months ago. the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Sixth District in, Tennessee reversed ,the
Murder "and robbery convictions against Nickel
and ordered a new trial.
The appeals court agreed with federal Judge
Henry Wilhoit. who earlier ruled that Nickel's
constitutional rights had been violated by a line
of questioning conducted by the prosecution.
INEZ, Ky. 4 AP). — The Board of Education
voted 3-2 to abandon its appeal of a Martin Circuit Court ruling which found that the 1983 firing
of former county school Superintendent Dan
Branham was based on political motives.
Branham's suit charged that the board's action was arbitrary and politically motiiated. Circuit Judge James A. Knight ruled in Branham's
favor in October 1983, ordering the board to pay
Branham's legal fees and the cost of the hearing
that preceded the firing.
Branham's efforts to regain his job became.
moot after he accepted a-position as superintendent of Beechwood Independent Schools in the
fall of 1983. He has been a deputy superintendent
in the state Department of Education for the past
year
The board made its decision Mondajf?
———

is important for both males and
females ,to be in good health, which
includes good nutrition. Otherwise,
you can't expect any help from additional vitamins or minerals.
What is wrong when a fertile couple who have already had one child
cannot have anodier child? There can
be many factorS. YOU. both may:need
to undergo further testing. Qne of the
most complicated problems occurs
when a woman becomes immune to
her husband's sperm. Sperm cells are
foreign bodies, and a woman may
develop antibodies to her mate's
sperm cells. In this case, even if he
produces enough normal sperm cells.
her antibodies may destroy them,
preventing fertility.
A man may develop antibodies to
his own sperm cells. The body's ability to recognize "self" vs. "non-self"
substances occurs in the early years
of life. Since sperm cells do not exist
then, the male's own body may identify sperm cells as "non-self" and may
develop anti-sperm antibodies.
Read The Health Letter 17-2,
Female Reproductive Function,
which I am sending you, for more
detailed information on reproduction.
Others who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope fpr it to me in
care of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551. Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.
.
In some males, the sperm cells tend
to clump, decreasing their motility

DR.LAMB

Kentucky News_ in Brief

DAYTON, Ohio AP — Alton Coleman and
Debra Brown are to be sentenced at 8 a.m. MonLawrence E.
day on a federal kidnapping charge.
Lamb, M.D.
Colman and Ms. Brown, both of Waukegan.
III., pleaded guilty on Nov. 26 to charges of kidnapping Ohne Carmical Jr., a Kentucky college
professor who was abduCted from a motel parking lot on July 16 and found unharmed the next
day. locked in his car trunk in Dayton.
A third person charged in the case, Thomas F.
Harris. 33, of Lexington. Ky., pleaded guilty on
Dec. 14 and alto awaits sentencing by U.S.
District Judge Walter Rice. The federal kidnappBy Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
ing charges Carry a maximum. penalty of life in
DEAR DR. LAMB — My husband
prison.
_and I have been trying to have a second child for seven years. My
Coleman and Ms. Brown are anted for quesgynecologist said that my husband is
tioning or have been chard in a series of
OK. However, he found that one of
crimes that occurred in a s4x-week period in
my fallopian tubes is blocked. Since
Ohio, Kentucky, Illinois. Michigan. Wisconsin,
the other one is open, the doctor said I
and Indiana. Those crimes include abductions,
could conceive. He also said I don't
robberies, and murders.
need to take fertility pills. Do I need
They have been indicted on murder charges
vitamins to build up my fertility?
with death penalty specifications in Toledo and
DEAR READER — I'm glad that
Cincinnati, but have not yet been tried.
you and your husband have been
————
examined. That is the right way to
approach a fertility problem.
STANTON, Ky. (AP) — Skeletal remains
Yes, you can certainly get pregnant
found in the Red River Gorge were identified as
as long as one tube is open and you
those of an 18-year-old Winchester camper who
have normal ovulation and other norhad been missing since May. state police said.
mal factors.
The remains of Ronald E. Tipton were found
I wish the problem could be solved
about 12:30 p.m. Thursday by a conservation ofeasily, such as by taking vitamins. It
NEWSPAPER EITERPRISE: ASSN
ficer in Powell County. said Trooper John
Lambert.
The remains were identified by Dr, .Dean
White, a University of Kentucky oral pathologist.
based on dental records. Lambecit said
The cause fAdeath was not known and will be
determined today or Saturday, he said.
Tipton was reported Missing after he fought
HEBRON, Ky. (AP)
Beneath the first- candiates.
"We know our
with soitle friends on a camping trip, police said.
— Like other 6-year- grader's brown eyes
Kristen's favorite trip schedule ahead of time, ,
A seairch followed, but no clues turned up. The
Olds, Kristen Nicole and blonde hair is "a was an outing to the naan.4 her teacher
remaing were founa\tn the Indian Creek area
Ellis admits that she fighter," continued Mrs. tion's capital, where she prepares
her work to
along the outer edge of the Red River Gorge,
dislikes homework but Ellis, director of new and her family met take along
with her."
where Tipton was last seen May 19.
she manages to get it program development. President Reagan and Mrs. Ellis
said. "She
A Midway -man also has been missing in the
finished during flights at Productive Software, Kristen gave him a dog misses a lot
of school,
area since December.
across the country as a ProdUcts in Cincinnati.
as a surprise gift.
but the advantages of
————
special ambassadbr.
"As a parent of a han. The dog, a bouvier des traveling and meeting
HAAN! Ky. ( AP ),A circuit judge has
She's the 1985 March dicapped child I think Flandres named Lucky, peopre
outweigh the
dismissed grand jury charges accusing police
of Dimes national poster seeing someone like was one of those that she
possible problems arisCapt. LArry Luttrell of accepting bribes, and
child.
Kristen is real impor- and her family raise on ing from missing school.
.Luttrell will return to work next week.
Kristen, who walks tant. It gives parents a their 60 acre farm in If she does
get behind
Perry Circuit Curt Judge Calvin Manis said
with the aid of full leg little bit of hope and lets Boone County, where she can quickly
catch
he signed the dismissal order Wednesday, on the
braces and a walker or them know these they also have horses up.''.
recommendation of the priisecutor in the case.
crutches, represents the children can make it':
and cattle. -Kristen s-aid her
-- A -grand- -jury returned the-Indictment July 31,
250,000 youngsters born
After she was chosen
"He already had one classmates are always,
alleging that Luttrell had accepted bribes in 1983
with birth defects each poster child last at his ranch and unforhappy when she comes.
from a man under indictment on drug trafficking
year In the United September, Kristen said tunately it ran away,"
_back to class because
and persistent felon charges.
States.
.she "was' shocked. I Kristen said. "So' I she tells them about her
Luttrell was charged with four felony counts of
Her problem is spiria really didn't know what thought it would be nice trips:
theft by deception and one misdemeanor count of
a bifida, an opening in the to expect." She also to give himanother one.
Her reign lasts until
'first-degree official misconduct.
spine.
ricalls that Arnold I picked the dog to give August, and the travelManis said Commonwealth Attorney Alva A.
Kristen already has Palmer, honorary to him, and Mrs. ing will taper
off after
Notion had .agreed to drop the charges against
had 10 operations to chairman of the March Reagan and I surprised the March of
Dimes naLuttrell if the officer passed a polygraph test,
close her spine, the iirst of Wines campaign, him."
tional telethon June
also called a lie detector test.
coming just hours after gave
my first CabKristen and "her 29-30 in which she will
"I assumed he passed the test," since Hollon
birth.
bage Patch doll."
mother do most of the appear in two or three
and defense lawyer William Scalf had signed a
"It's not going away.
To be -selected as traveling. yhe rest Of segments.
-.
dismissal recommendation. Manis said.
She will have to wear poster child, the the family — her father,
'She has done
Police Chief Bucky Reynolds said Luttrell had'
braces forever," said youngster must be Dennis, a 15-year-old tremendously well
as
been suspended following the accusations and
,her mother, Mary Ellis. nominated by one of the sister Robin and a poster child,!'
said
would return to work Monday.
"We teach her not to 600 March of Dimes 13-year-old brother Troy Diane Serratore,
'nadwell on the negative chapters which submits - — fend for themselves tional
public relations
LEXINGTON,Ky. (AP — Fayette County's
but on the positive a photograph and at home:
representative.
new commonwealth's attorney, Ray Larson,
aspects. If she projects biography of the child.
Kristen takes her
"Everyone has been
says he considers it a challenge to maintain the
a positive image of An editorial board school work on road charmed by her
when
professionalism instilled by his predecessor.
herself, people .will be reviews and narrows trips and also receives they meet her. She
is a
Larson, 40, was sworn in Wednesday before a_
i,mpressed with her."
the list to six to 10 special tutoring.
very special little girl."
crowd of about 175 people and said he would continue the., path taken by Larry Roberts, who
resigned to take a private law jeb.
In his first Official act. Larson rehired Roberts'
si?r assistant prosecutors and one investigator.
"Things don'thappen unless you dream about
them, and dreams don't come true unless you
dream yourself in the middle_ of them,-" said Larson,:once a prosecutor in Paducah but most
recently in charge of special prosecutions in the
attorney general's office.
LEXINGIsbN, Ky. charges be dismissed conversations.
"leave much to be
- A special election will be held in November to
(AP). — A federal judge because they claimed
But -a federal desired."
decide who will fill the two years left in Roberts'
has set a Feb. 13 senten- the stite.police bungled magistrate advised the
A news story in 1980
term, and Larson said fly plans to run. L
cing hearing for 14 firms a 1979 investigation in- federal judge hearing reported that the state
At least one Lexington lawyer, Benjamin
and individuals who volving secret tape the case at the time that police probe had been
Hicks, hag" filed to oppose Larson in the
pleaded guilty to bid- recordings. They claim- the secret tape recor- covered up. The state
Democratic primary next May.
rigging charges in con- ed an official investiga-. dings were part of _an police then turned over
_
nection with state con- tion was not being car- authorized investiga- information, including
tracts, a court official ried out when state than, although state tape recordings, to the
said.
police secretly recorded police procedures FBI.

Many causes
of infertility
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MAxch of Dimes poster child is `a fighter"

Firms and individuals plead guilty
to rigging bids for state contract

Coal continues to be mined, shipped
despite strike by Breathitt truckers

The guilty pleas from
12 of the defendants
were entered Wednesday before U.S. District
Judge Henry Wilhoit.
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) plea at Haddix and out coal and how long haul-road entrances in The last two
pleas were
— A strike by coal-truck Elkatawa. where it is the tipple stockpiles Breathitt County was entered Thursday,
said
-drivers at seven Falcon loaded for rail shipment "can last under the de- uneventful.
the court official who
Coal Co. mines in to Tennessee Valley mand to load out those
The company had didn't want to be
Breathitt County "could Authority and Detroit trains."
notified the truckers it identified.
•cause a problem," but- Edison power plants.
Falcon Coal wants to wanted to negotiate a
The defendants, who
when it will put the comFalcon Coal continued renegotiate a contract "more equitable" con- originally pleaded gullpany in a bind is production
'ty on Jan. 5, 1983, were
at the mines, with the truckers' tract, Riggins said.
unknown, a spokesman
though no coal was haul- association that expired
The truckers worked chafged with &inspiring
'says
ed out. and rail Tuesday, to reduce the under a contract signed to submit rigged bids on
The Breathitt County shipments
continued, number of drivers and four years ago that state bridge-deck repair
Truckers Association,
using coal stockpiled at the amount paid the re- covered two years and jobs between March
balking at proposed pay' the tipples, company maining drivers..
allowed for renewal for 1979 and April 1980.
cuts and layoffs, kept its spokesman
"We want to keep it
The defendants, inF.H."Buz2"
up to seven years. It had
108 trucks idle Thursday Riggins
in Lexington the same," said Victor been extended for one dicted by a federal
for the second day, and said Thursday.
Jones, the association
two-year period and the grand jury in December
picketed haul roads
president.
truckers wanted to ex- 1982, are:
leading to the Falcon
Riggins said the comJones and Riggins
B.R. and M. Inc. of
tend
it again, Jones
strip mines.
pany <vas still attemp- said Thursday's
Lexington; Cee Inc. of
The association ting to determine how picketing by "one or said.
Lexington; G.B.L. Contruckers haul coal from 4 long the mines can pro- two" association • Neither Jones nor struction Co. Inc. Mitof
the -seven mines to tip- duce without shipping members at each of two Riggins would discuss chellsburg,
its president
particulars of the Gerald Edwards and
truckers' pay, though vice president Bobby
Jones has disputed Lee Edwards of
Falcon officials "telling Parksville; Lail ComPANELING
us we've got truckers pany Inc. of Lexington
'S
clearing 8100,000 a year. and its president Robeft
rchere's nobody trucking Lail; Ramco Construcfor Falcon making that tion Co. of Frankfort
kind of money, net."
and it president Donald
, He said the company Wayne Miller; Safety
proposed laying off _20 Engineering Co. of
haulers and reducing Paint 1.4ek and its presipay for the remaining dent Donald Henderson
neuters by 20 percent, and vice president John
but "they haven't given Henderson; Statewide
us any reason* we feel Engineering Inc. of Lexare justified."
ington and its president
Jones said the James Lail.
7:30-5:30
Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So. 10,000 BTU
truckers would wall...fdas__. Prosecutors could not
MON.41t1.
Martin, TN
a new company pro- W _reaChaft___Thursdly__
Radiant
Heat
S.,
AT
7:30
pose. and -"sooner or for comment,
901/587-3000 Auto Lighting
A.M.-3:00 P.M.
later we'll get
Defense attorneys
together."
asked In 1983 that the

TUCK

and ability to cause pregnancy. It has
been reported that large doses of
vitamin C will help to prevent this
clumping. This is the one area in
which additional vitamins might help,
but it concerns the male, not the
female.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am a 12year-old female. My parents are a bit
overweight and they get indigestion
after dinner. They overeat, and
before they go to bed, they always
have to have an Alks-Seltzer I am
concerned about what the AlkaSeltzer may be doing to•their health.
They have been doing this -for more
than a year.
DEAR READER — That is very
thoughtful of you. I do not think it is a
good idea to take an antacid regularly. If one's symptoms are that persistent, one should see a doctor and have oper diagnosis made. This can
pfthit proper treatment.
The main ingredient in Alka-Seltzer
is sodium bicarbonate. It is a very
effective antacid and neutralizes
stomach acid rather quickly. Sodium
bicarbonate may releasegas into the
stomach when it reacts with the
stomach acid. Otherwise it is relatively harmless. •
After being examined by their doctor your parents can decide what they
need to do. However, that nighttime
"indigestion" often can be relieved by
eating much earlier or by eating a
smaller meal at the end of the day.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

35 Spanish article
36 Remuneration
37 Steeple
39 Newsperson
42 Spoken
43 Repetition
44 "Lohengrin"
heroine
46 Barn
. compartment
48 Speckled
51 Ctiapaau
52 Consumed
54 Organ of
hearing
55 Sudsy brew
56 Vapid .
57 Pigpen

1 Algonquian
Indian

Characteristic
90verturn
.12 Greek letter
13 Downy duck
14 Period of time
15 Hold back
17 Higher
19 Fork prong
20 Pintail duck
21 Burden
23 Come-on the
scene again
27 Sign of zodiac
29 Falsehoods
30 Sun god
31 Female: colloq.
32 Confident hope
34 Stroke
4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

13

lil -

9

10

11

14

Iii

MI

111

hil

NE

MI

III

II

11111

lill11

ill

3 Marsh plant
4 Gull-like bird
5 One borne
6 Paid notices
7 That is: abbr

DOWN
1 Weight of India
2 Devoured

12

WARM

Answer to Previous Puzzle
SPOT
STY
MERE
HIDE
TAA
STUN1
OLD
BALK
ADD
EL
PARK
IF
LA
APART
ST-EAM
AGAIN
1-0E
ED•
TERN
SIN
MANE;
ERE
SOP
SUITE
SAPS
MUST
;RA
TI
UT;
FAME
I
(ALE
TIARA
ERA
,PERPENDICULAR1
SERE
NEE
SALT

ill

111111

il111

ilil

ill III• iii
NUU
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8 Musical
instruments
9 Indian tent
10 Anger
11 Equality
16 Assistant
18-Invigorates
colloq.
20 Capuchin
monkeys
21 Kind 01 twier
22 Pope's scarf
24 Avoid
25 Macaw
26 Badgerlike
mammal

28 Frightens suddenly
33 Ceremony
34 Buccaneers
36 Body of water
38 Station
40 Talk idly
41 Repulse
45 Solitary
46 The urial
47 Hindu cymbals
48 Music: as
writisn
49 Dine
50 Arid
53 Near

r11
$1

C.
Trorri
sale or
6882 Thi
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-PA
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTII
T EMERAITS

12bit
Lion
and
'ays
am
Ikailth.
iore

1 .Legal

2.flotice

2

Notice

5. Lost and Found
14. Want to Buy
24. Miscellaneou-s
AL\ s, white 6im caf AN acre or less of land 125 A rick for
lost in vicinity of•-•Van- in Lynn Grove or hickory firewood.oak
Call

PAGE 13

32.. Apts for Rent

47 "ProtorcyCles53. Services Offered
1984 YAMAHOPPER HAROLD'S
Tree Sermoped, low mileage, in vice Topping,
759-1843.
Cleave Rd: & Carl Crisp Kirksey area, prefer 474-2329.
cutting.
Coll BIBLE CALL
BEDROOM apt. excellent shape. Asking trimming, etc. Also,
Rd. Call after 5p.m. well on it. Call after
I STUDDED snow tires Newly remodeled. $349. Call 753 9642 after clean-up
753-06
Stseng
work,
53.
thenIng
759.4444
shrubbReward 5p.m. 435-4484.
& wheels, like new, Lease & deposit..*No 6P•fr.
ery & over grown areas
offered.
.WANTED, raw furs. 960x165. Slidding doors
Stretching
Children's Tope
pets,
$166.
8th
&•CheetFast,
dependab
le serFOUND In Pen- Owen McClellon, k frames,
49.Used Cars
door facing, nut. Call 753-8512.
Relaxation
vice. Insured. For free
759-4445
ny/Kirksey area, Itolaski, 111. 1.618-342- lined drapes
&
rod.
1968
All
-PLYM
OUTH,
estimate
LARGE
s
call
one
8 Weeks-$40
BR,
437-4807
stove
black & tan hound. 6-9 6316.
•
like new. Call 753-3349.
& refigerator. Plenty of automatic, slant 6. good INSULATION blown in
months old, with out
Starts Jan. 15th
Urea,
batteries
body.
34
A
nios
very
good
privacy
&
parking.
by Sears. TVA ap15. Articles for Sale
$135
eollar. Call 759-1825.
guarantee, 22, 24, 72, 74
buy at $700 Call proved Save on
435-4261
a month. Call 759-1087.
those
BRAND new Bentley series, $27.99 exchange.
753-7629.
high
heating and coolLOST, miniature 35mm camera, $50.
Call 60 mos. guarantee, east of town. Super 1920-FORD Maverick, fl ing bills Call Sears
•
Schnauzer, silver & 753-9642 after 6p.m.
*37.99 exchange. Heavy
energ'y efficient. No cyl. Needs wory.4150. 753-23 1 0 for free
grey in color. Lost in COMPLETE
We copy old GI
duty
27
series,
60
_mos.
queensiz
Call
e
474-8091.
estimate.
• .
pets or children. $200
eicinity of Main & Olive, waterbed.
pictures
2 .Notice
Call after guarantee, $39.99 ex1974 VOLKSWAGEN. JOINER'S Tree Ser753-8848 before 9p.m.
• answers to the name of p.m. 759-4476.
change. Wallin Hard753 8298
Good
mechanical con- vice. 30 years exNICELY furnished 1 BR
Pepper. Reward.
FORMAL couch & ware. Paris, Tn.
CARTER STUDIO
BEWARE of Sier,as
apartment. Inquire at dition, new tires, new perience. Also bucket
Please call 753-5211.
chair,
$500.
•
300
O
220
MAIN
brakes.
AK
ST
shop
SUITES
& hickory 100 S. 13th St.
Call 753-7597
Without A SCINICE
truck for hire. Call
LOST or stollen on heater, $35. Kerosene firewood, $25 a rick
• I Nio/ Eh 3,.i Enttonc,
1076 CUTLASS 753-0366
DEPARTMENT
Penny Rd., 4 yr. old stove (takes a flue), $30. delivered. Call nights PRIVATE furnished Supreme, red
with white
apartment Call
female, reddish blonde' Call 489-2440.
436-7778.
interior. Call after
WORLD OF SOUND
753-3964.
Cocker Spaniel. Call
REFRIGERATORS & TAKING applications 8p.m. 435-4354.
222 S. 12th
Total Fitness Program
489-2475 or 759-4660.
mens clothes for sale. for Section 8.
15 Years Experience,
753-5863
Rent 1077 FIAT, $300 Calf
REGISTER NOW
Call 759-4194 between Subsidized 'apt. 1. 2
References. Free
or 3 753-8950 between ila.m
Winter Session Begins
6. Help Wanted
10a.m.-7p.m.
BR. Apply Hilldale & 8p.m.
Estimates.
SEASONED & half
Apts., Hardin, Ky. 197O FIRE-BIRD, meJanuary 7
irrigation-Residential
LPN'S part-time posiseasoned
dium
oak
firewood
blue.
E qual Housing
Call 753-5135
tibn in nursery at
CAMPBELL WELL
Call 753-6702
after 4:30p.m.
Desks, files, chairs, for sale. Minimum or- Opportunity.
Marshall County
DRILLING
Monday & Wednesday
der,
2
ricks.
Call
4381980 LINCOLN Mark
Hospital. Call required.
folding tables, etc. 2587.
McKenzie, Tn.
8 Week Session
33. Rooms for Rent
JOYCE Noel Tax SerVI. Call 438.5467.
Contact K. Taylor 527Cell Collect:
Mornings & Evenings
SEAS
ONED o-a--Ic lkoom near campus 1980 TOXOTA Corolla vice. _Short forms still
1336.
9Q.1-352-3671 or
Murray W.O.W. Bldgs.
firewood. Also will do Boy only.53-5661
sport lift. back. Fully $7.50, long forms • $15
901-352-5704
.
tree trimming, removfor
Fun! Choreographed!
equipped
, 5 speed. Ex- and up (includes
Fret Eitirnetes
MOM for
Federal & State). In
infant in either my
ing,and Shaping
cellent
condition
Progressi
, $4000. home
ve
girl.
Workout!
1/2
block from
100% Natural
home, or yours. Exact
service for
shrubbery. Cal-1 campus,
utilities paid
Inst. Ann English, MEd
elderly or shut-ins. Call
hours & fee negotiable.
753-5476.
152
75
M7
1016
E
l'ETTE.
Jefferso
1980
n
100%
Murray
-Calloway Co.
Call 753-0793.
489-2440 between 8a.m Fitness Specialist
SEASONED firewood- Realty, 304 N.
Paducah, Ky.
12th St. Datsun 210 Wagon. 1972 Sp:fn for appointm
MN BATTERIES
Guaranteed
ent
oak, hickory, mixed 753-8146.
Chevy
plck-up
.
Call
NEED mature re442-4302
or information.
$15 W/Exchange
hardwoods $30/rick
438-5455 after5p. m
Call 753-7863
sponsible woman to
LEE'
S CARPET
delivered. Min. order 2 34. Houses for Rent
'74 MAVARIM, 1 owkeep 21/2 month baby
ricks. Call John Boyer
ner, 6 cylinder, stick CLEANING. For all
Call 753-3711
In my horhe or yours 19. Farm Equipment
4
BEDROO
M,
2
bath,
2
your
carpet & upholst753-0338.
Tuesday-Friday. Restory near Murray. $500 shift Runs 'great, $495. ery cleaning. For a
PORTIBLE signs for
free
Jim Sutter & Jerry
ferences required. 753- FORD 3000 diesel trac- SOLID Railroad Ties, VI monthly. Call 753-6035 Call 436-2993.
sale or rent. Call 753tor, 5 ft. mower, blade and up. 753-2905 or or 753-8374.
'79 MONTE Carlo, both estimate call 753-5827:
8151.
Henry
will
be
in
our
6882 That's it Levi.
disc, boom pole. $4000. 435-4343 or 135-4319. - engine & body in excel- Satisfied references.
-NOTICE
I
showroom- from
THREE pedistal metal garag BR brick with lent co.nd,ition. good LICENSED Electrician
NEED someone to Call 474-8091.
,ADDITIONAL AREA
e
&
paetfal tires,
desk, 1-white bedroom
clean house. Call 753am-fm rad,to, rear. for reiidential and
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
basement
CLASSES PLANNED.
22. Musical
set, metal lawn chairs 94 east; . 11 miles on defog. Asking $4100 will commercial. Heating
3953.
$300
month. Call take
Call for information
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
with cushions, record 474-2330.
best offer. Call and air condition, gas
RN'S :assistant director LEAD guitarist needed player, lazy
installation and repair.
or.to establish classes
753-9642 after 6p.m.
boy
recliImmedia
tely
PURDOM
for
band
at Marshall County
in your area.
ner, metal picnic table, NICE, quiet 2 BR, 2 '.79 YZ Yamaha 400, Phone 753-7203.
1-21 Bypass
-Show
Down.
Steady
bath, partially furHospital. 2 years
MOTORS, INC.
grill, foot locker, 2-12x16
boarded to a 490.-- Very
Located in the
supervisory experience r_bs. Call 759-1799.
rugs '(new), and mili- nished house. No pets, good condition. 2 owner
Olds-Pon
t.-Cad.-B
uick
$200 per month plus
required. Responsible
3. Card of Thanks
Ozark Log Home
Guaranteed
tary
fatigues. Call 753SPINET/CONSOLE
deposit. References bike. Asking $250. Can
for Q.A., inservice &
8287
Building
be
„seen
at
1102
Doran
PIANO
repair
FOR
service on
SALE:
required. Call 753-9213.
orientation. Contact K.
CARD OF
Taylor at 577-1336.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale VACANT. house on 1615 Rd. after 3:30p.m. Call
Wanted: Responsil?de
most ex1r, and
753-3306.
THANKS
party to take over
12x60 SHELBY, central Miller. Basement & gas EXCELLENT ChristMURRAY AUTO
From the family
home
heat.
stereos.
No
pets,
$250
9. Situation Wanted
heat & air. Extra room
piano. See locally.
mas gift. 1983 ,Chrysler
of Granvel Mon=
PARTSINC.
built on, garage & 1 acre month', $250 deposit. La Baron convertible.
Quali
fied
Write
Credit
North Branch Store
tgomery we would
lot, partially furnished. Call 753-5292.
mark cross leather
Manager, P.O. Box
my home any shitt.
technicians.
641 North
like to say thanks
Lynn
Grove 'area. 489- 38. Pets-Supplies ' interior, ac, windows,
Have
referenc
es.
1
18,
1
Centrali
a,
IlStore Hours 7 a.rn -8 p.m.
2868
after
.n&
.
.
1
:A_N
seats
to all the friends
ps.
Start At
pb,
am-fm
759-4803.
•
•
Mon thru Sot Sun. 1-6
linois 62801 (618)
1984 B
E E R AKC Registered Gee- cassette, tan. Financing
and family that
p.m. Telephone 753-777*
14x70, step-up kite/ten, man Shepards, dark available. Call 753-9240.
WILL do evening -533-4690
showed Itindrigss_in
War:
.Ailp
)
wet bar,.aetling-Tfen;,2 bcoyni sables and _black
_
222 S 12th
many ways. We - 4886 after 5p.m....
tan:.Goodeigaarrd dogs. 50. Used Trucks
BR. 2 full baths, central
24, Miscellaneous
would also like to
- WE TAKE
heat & air, dishwasher, Great with children. 1980 CHEVROLET I ton
753-5865
W711
dE=Tote clean- RAVE a Roto TMer for refrigerator with ice 436-2858.
truck. PS. PB, new
thank Max ChurTHE CAKE
ing. 7 years experience. sale. Call 753-0804 after maker, underpi
nned, BIRD dog -puppies. rebuilt motor, 4 -speedFruit Baskets shipped nachill and Brother
Dependable. Re- 5p.m.
furnished or un- wormed & weened. 5th wheel hook up, and 2 trees' Topping, . prunMartin, TN
tionwide, Gorilla-Grams,
ferences. Call 474-2292
R.P. Burpo for all
LOT In Keniarut Lake furnished. Lived in only Reasonable, Call 753- ft. metal grain sides
Mg, shaping, complete
Balloon Bouquets.'Rent-A111 587-2301
8345.
the help & comfort
4 months. Call 753-9644.
Good condition. phone removal and more. Call
WILL do office clean- Shore Heights, 75'x144'
Clown or Monkey. Cakes.
TWO
hard
753-9789.
going
male
ing.
7 years experience. Water and electric 198.4 INDIES 14x64. I
they gave. God
BOYER'S TREE
Form,'Delivery. VISA & MC.
Dependable. Re- available. Trade for VW BR, partially furnished, Beagles 21/2 years old. 1981 JEEP CJ-7, Laredo SERVICE for Pro-.
753-9280 01011511:1111/ Bless you all.
Also;
T
month
old
:femferences. Call 474-2292.
'package; 3 -tops. Call fessional tree- rare.
Beetle. Call 759-4637.
china cabinets, ceiling
fan, underpinning & ale. For more details 753-9262 after 6p.m.
753-0338.
call
489-2113
after
5p.m.
front porch. Excellent
1983 CHEVROLET S-10 ODD job specialist.
WOW! THAT'S A TOUGH
I HAVE TO SAY
condition. Call 759-1322
short wheel base' pick---:,•eniling fans, electrical.
YOU DROVE ME TO
RIGHT?! 14)4EW!
43. Real Estate
QUESTION ...14MM..LET
after 4p.m 753-3557.
up, V-6, 4 speed with plumbing. fencing. You
GEORGE WASHINGTON
THE WARNING TRACK
WHAT RELIEF...
e*
ININK...HMM...
TOWNHOUSE 12x76 BANK of Murray & Fm some equipment. Call name it. I do it. You
•
ON THAT ONE, MA AM
buy, I install. You
mobile home, 2 BR, 1 H.A. repossessed pro- 753-9721.
%
.
041
bath, refrigerator, perties. Other listings, EXTRA clean '72 Dodge break. I fix. Call 436stove, disposal,' central Murray-Calloway Co. Customized van, stan- 2868
air & gas heat, cathe- Realty. 304- N.' 12th St: dard transmission, new ROOFING, Plumbing.
dral ceiling, underpin- 753-8146 or Ron Talent motor, $1,500. '73 Chevy S'iding, Additions,
3/4 ton duley pick-up. Painting. General Carning & other extras 753-9894.
included. Prited to sell. FOR sale, by owner, 51.500. '74 Ford Van, pentry. P.A. Molony Co
vacant lot & rental needs minor repair. 753 - 8628 . Free
Call 753-6121.
property across from $500. '73 Cadillac, good Estimates
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Murray Fire Dept. • on transportation. $450
Serious buyers only.
Poplar. Call 753-9251.
10x40
FOR
1
or
2
people.
EVER RAVE ONE * OF
TO buy or sett your 435-4414 after 5p.m
BAILEY'S FARM
$85
a
month,
large
lot.
THOSE NIGHTS WI-E!'4
property contact Wilson SHARP 1978 bodge 4x4
Call 489-2595.
LUMBER
'CU JUST CANT GET
Automa
tic, custom
2 BEDROOM trailer, Realty, 302 N 12th St.
wheels, good condition
COMFOI:gABLE 9
For all your
gas heat, in Hardin. Call 753-3263.
Call 753-9563 after 5p.m.
out building awls. :
759-1417.
44. Lots for Sale
759 1099 2 BR, on large lot in
5 1. Campers
Cbrner of Industrial Rd
country. $185 per month 35.5 ACRES completely 1960 INTERNATIONA
L
plus deposit. Call 753- fenced & in good pas- Bus conver
ted for
ture, 6 miles from
1238.
camping: some furni- SEWING Machirie Repair. All makes and
2 OR 3 BR, furnished. Murray op paved road. ture & air-conditioner
Stocked fish ponds &
models. Industrial.
AC/natural gas. Shady
$900. Call 474-8091
beautiful
building
sites.
home and commercial.
Oaks 753-5209.
Call 753-2280.
38 yrs.' experience. All
53. Services Offered
30. Business Rentals
work guaranteed KenNoes. Sy.tlumi• St
APPLIANCE
45. Farms for Sale
SERVICE. Kenmore', neth Barnhill. 753-2874,
25, ACRES- by owner. Westinghou
Stella, Ky
FROM NOW ON
,se
Mini
Henry Co. Tn. Paved Whirlpool. 22
NO PETS ARE
years SHOLAR Plumbing &
road= creek- good 'deer experience. Parts
ALLOWEI7 ON T14E.
Warehouse
and Electric Call 437-4740
hunting. Must r11. $400 service. Bobby
FURNITURE
Hopper,
Storage Space pr acre. (901)232-8563.
Bob's Appliance SerAluminum and Vinyl
BEINRY Co. Tn. 108 ac.- vice: 202 S. 5th St
For Rent
siding and Aluminum
paved road- creek- top Business 753-4872, 436trim for all houses. It
753-1492
deer hunting. Near 5848 (home). •
stops painting.
state line. OWNER GENE
RAL HOME
MUST SELL,. Best REPAIR
Jack Glover
. 15 years ex32. Apts for Rent
offer- (901)232-8583.perience. ,Carpentry,
753-1873
1 BEDR004 furnished
concrete; plumbing.
-apartment. Call 46. Homes for Sale
roofing. siding.. NO JOB
753-3530.
1-10USE for sale on big TO SMALL. Free es- WET BASEMENT We
corner lot. Dexter, 2 timates. Days 753-6973, make wet basements
/-4-ft5
bedrooms, carpeted. nights 474-2276.
dry. Work completely
Must sell. Call 437-4512 GrERING by Sears. guaranteed. Call or
FOR RENT
FILET
(57,5001.
MIGNON,
Unfurnished
WHAT
One Searew"continsious gut- write Morgan Con- _
Bedroom Duplex ApartOLDER 2 BR home
PEA5, BAKED
ters installed . for your struction Co. Rt 2, Box
ARE
ment With Fireplace
Call 753-9400 after 6p m
specifications. Call 409A, Paducah. Ky.
POTATOkS...
COOK)NG
Water.
stove
Sears 153-2310--for free 42001 or call 1.442-7026.
refrigerator. furnished
WILL, haul white rock. -eFtimate.
Near campus Phone
sand, lime, rip rap and
753-2234
masonary sand, coal.
After Xmas Special
Aluminum
dirt, gravel, fill sand
2 BR round cottage off
2 BEDROOM apt., parService Co.
Call Roger Hudson,
Panarama: Drive. 10
tially furnished, gas
753-4545 or 753-6763
Aluminum and vinyl
miles from Murray
heat, for 2 or 3 people,
siding.
Custom
trim
$150 per month.. Call
519,900. 759-4964
work. References.
489-2596.
Call Will Ed Bailey.
2 BR Oltvelt. 113R near ON
choice
753-0689
MSU. Adults, no pets, neighb lot and quief
orhood. ap111
lease & deposit. Call
I "\
APPLIANCE REPAIR
proximately 10 miles N
753-9208 after 4p.m.
of Murray on old 641. Factory authorized for
Free Estimates
I BR duplex, den, living Large BR, living
The
eiE L.001(5)
room, Tappan, Kelvinator and
room,
kitchen,
washer
759-1983
-11-46 mOQE
kitchen, small bath with Brown. Service on gas
--& dryer. Call 753-9240.
GOOFING OPP
s,hower, 1 stora,ge and electric ranges •
1 or 2 BEDROOM apt. building, city water and microwaves, die56 Free Column
near downtown Murray. large garden spot
h,washers. re
Adults only. Call 753-4109, Natural gas available
frigerators, etc. Earl FREE. longhaired
762-6650, 436-2844.
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753- female cat. To good
Phone 759-9591.
FURNISHED, extra WATERFRONT home 5341.
home only
Call
nice,
room apt. near on Ky. Lake in Pinebluff
Electric is now '53-3994..hospital & University. Shores. 2 BR. large rewinding electric
5 7
Wanted
couple or graduate stu- kitchen & living room motors Call 753.9104
^
dent. Heat & water combination. 26x25 FENCE sales at Sears WOOIS. any type,
up to
furnished, no pets or great room & place to now
.. Call Sears /53-2310 5' long & 12- diameter 4
children, private. Call park boat., Call 753-355Q. for free 'estimate for mi. S. of Murray
on 641,
753-8756 or 753-3415
your needs.
after4p.m.
753-9251
-T"'"4
‘
j'l-4
Do Something Nice
For Yourself.

FOR SALE
Sealed bids will
be" accepted on a
Cadillac
1981 .
DeVille,
miles
unknown, diesel.
IDS 1G6AD69N 5
8-924-2343. Bids
will be sent to P.O.
Box-102 Murray,
Ky. 42071
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ALL
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•

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 302.50
05iitied
Today
304.25
Up
1.75

.
•

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
6.09
Opened
Today
6.12
Up
.03

Compliments of
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
753 7 1 1 3

We buy Gold. Silver IL Diamonds
Hours: 10 S Dolly. 12 3 Sundaty

Orsunrs
CUSTOM KIICFUN CABINET '-

& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
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..TO VI AR,
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F XPI ME

•
SOLID WOOD CABINETS a•
RAISED .-ANEL DOORS
Stroh • Oak • Walnut • Cherry IF
OUSGASES • MANTLES • aookcausee•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • vanities
•
• CUSTOM MALT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHI
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•
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per understanding and amount bought or sold,
application of tax laws and the net amount owed
will make achieving your the broker. It's essenin-vestment goals much tial you keep this document - it's a record of
easier.
For years the Boy ding. of Tiger Cubs for "but a learnizig.process' Throughout. the proBefore we can con- the trade. Also, you
Scouts of ;America has 7-year-old boys and a of the rules of each sport gram each Cub will be
sider any specific tax- • should record the tranbeen reviewing new pro- challenging leadership and the basic skills. urged to "Do His Best,"
deferred ok tax-exemt saction in some type of
gram -ideas-The-atudy, and personal-fitness We-'41-- 4ea-ve- the city the Cob Scoot motto... . R. Randall araiaun
_ai
inveaments, I also ledger just for this pur---titled."Shaping Tomor- program called "Cope." recreation departments
Qoran said, "Cub
522 West Main
should make. one. Jast lime. (If you're hot sure
row," was begun in 1981. All are, or soon will be and little league pro. leaders are being'sent
point - about recor- how to set up a ledger,
502-753-7401
It grew out of con- available for boys-in this grams for the organized all the materials they
dkeeping.'Good recor- consult your investment
cern of volunteers and area, commented competition."
will need to get started
dkeeping is essential if representative.)
professional scouters Doran..
The Cubs can earn a and the program began
The advantage of
you are to use theta%law
who felt boys in the '80s
letter in archery, bowl._ on Jan- 3,the 75th birthand tax-deferred or tax=--detailed recordkeeping
A fourth recommen- ing, b ask e b all .. day ef the Boy Scouts."
could ati&wanted more
apply _ io_
exempt Jnvestments to doesn't
By Randy Saladipout of the program," datoo from this study baseball,- golf, marbles;
your advantage. Good securitieki only. You also
said Harold Doran. 'was sports for Cub :skiing, softball; physical
The Four Rivers
There's a -growing .in- - visor's services general: records tell which in- should record all the
Four Rivers Council Scouts: a "How To" ap- fitness, soccer. swimm-- Council headquarters in terest in tax-deferred ly are jytified by the vestments are doing transaction information
to,learaing
preal4anL..L.
ing.i...1a.b.le tennis.- Paducah is partially -and- tax-exempt - in- benefits produced. Pro- well:which-investments on property you own andSome Of the changes different sPorti.
._ volleyball and tennis. It funded by United Way vestments:--So, perhaps per understanding and are not doing so well, and any other investments
already 'implemented
"The program is not Can be a year-round pro- prog'rams and in - during the •next few use of the constantly- these records are ob- whicK might enable you
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